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ACTIVITIES

!7

Several events this week
he presented as pan of
Murray-Calloway County
July 23-31 held at
fairgrounds.

will
the
Fair
thc

*Carnival opens at 6 p m..
Tuesday. July 27. and will reopen each night through Saturday. July 31.
*Go Kart races will begin at
7 p.m., Tuesday. July 27.
*The cattle show will begin
at 9 a.m.. Wcdnesdas. July 28.
ATV drag races are, set for 7
p.m.
*The four-cyclinder demo:1lion derby will begin at 7 p.m..
Thursday. July 29.
*A country music concert.
will begin at 7 p.m.. Friday.
_

cjay is set from noon
until 5 pm on Saturday. July
U. The demolition derby will
follow al 7 p m

NOTICE
*Commodities will be distributed between_ 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., l'hursday. July 29. at the
Calloway County Road
Department. on East Sycamore
Street to low income persons.
Commodities are distributed in
accordance to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's policy
which prohibits discrimination
on the basis of race, color. sex,
age, handicap, religion or
national origin. People should
bring their own bags or containers. If picking up for
another person, a signed note
indicating permission is
required. .

FORECAST
Tonight. mostly clear and. muggy with the low in the mid-70s.
Light wind. Wednesday._ partly
sunny. hot and humid with a 50
percent chance of thunderstorms. Highs 90 to 95..

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 88''
360.6. 0.0: below 315.2, -0.9
BARKLEY — 88'
360.6. 0.0; below 315.5. -0.8
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
1:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
SUBSCRIBE:
TO
75371916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 75\-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
arc 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFnday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.
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SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Murray receives $750,000 grant
New project
will target
North Douglas
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledges IL Timis Sian WM*:

Thanks to the help of a number
of residents, Murray has been
awarded the single largest grant
in the city's history.
During a press conference
Monday afternoon, Bob Jackson,
president and chief operating
officer of HT Marketing.
,anncltiVikiiAliffaY__WaleCtite 4.5750010 community block grant
to be used for renovations of the
North Douglas community, which
includes areas north of Miller
Street and east and west of
Spruce Street.
Jackson said he, Mayor Hof
.Cherry, city planner Don Elias
and magistrate Dan Miller went
to Frankfort Monday morning to.
accept.the check from Gov: BreNon Jones.
. "This Shots the governor's.
support for this community and
this region." Jackson said.
"We've -all put a lot of time in
this and the governor has put in a
lot of support." •
Of the 40 applicants for grant
money. Murray was one of 12
cities that received money. The

tto
papers
shredded

city was awarded the maximum
amount tor the project.
The money is provide through
the U.S Department of Housing
and Urban Development and is
administered by the Kentucky
Department of Local
Government.
Elias said an application was
submitted in May which detailed
how and why the North Douglas
area needed rehabilitating.
In addition, the city will contribute S58,000. Another $18,000 in
grants is being provided by the
Purchase Housing Corporation
and Western Kentucky Allied
Services and S20,000 in loan
funds from the Bank of Murray
and Pe9p1es Bank.
The North Douglas Redevelopment Protect will include rehabitillation of 25 deteriorated homes;
acquisition of five occupieddilapidated homes'. two vacantdilapidated homes, one vacantdeteriorated housing unit and one
dilapidated church; relocation of
one owner family_ and four renter
families residing in the area and
temporary relocation of five families receiving—subytantial
rehabilition.
In the application for the grant,
the city determined structures on
Miller Street across from the
Briggs and Stratton plant were
"unfit for residential use"
because of "noise, dust, odor and
traffic."
The city plans to acquire con-
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STACEY CROOK/Ledger

1-,mes photo

Calloway County magistrate Dan Miller, Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry, city planner Don Elias and HT Marketing president and
chief operating officer Bob Jackson display a .grant check presented to them in Frankfort Monday by Gov. BreOton Jones.
housing and rehabilitation programs, Jackson said.
"We met with every home
owner and they did have concerns about the work that was to
be done.
"Their primary concern is that
they have had assistance in the
past, but the work waC not Up to
standard," Elias said.
The last renovation prOjects
were done in the 1970s.

COUNTY FAIR QUEEN

By MARK CHELLGREN
FRANKFORT, K). (AP)
The ousted chairman of the Kentucky Lottery Corp. said the criticism of the lottery amounts to a
"lynching" and pales in comparison to abuses throughout state
government.
In his letter of resignation
Monday to Gov. Brereton Jones,
Al Brown castigated the circumstances surrounding an audit that
led to the departure of the entire
board and the lottery's top two
officers.
"This whole ridiculous circus
created by the audit was no more
than a political and racial lynching to further the political careers
,of current state Officials and to
turn the lottery over to other
interest," Brown said.
Also Monday, Attorney General Chris Gorman displayed a garbage bag of documents he said
had been shredded at the lottery
about the time the audit was

trol of the stretch of Miller Street
adjacent to Briggs and Stratton to
ensure the property will no longer
be used for residential purposes.
"I have been meeting with people and property owners and will
continue to do so to find out
exactly what type of work will be
done," Elias said.
The project is scheduled to be
complete 18 months after it has
begun.
The city plans to demolish 10
dilapidated structures, including
nine homes and one church, as
well as install sidewalks and
storm drains at its own expense.
The church, L.P. Miller Church
of Christ, which • is still being
used, is schcdukd for demolition.
Elias said the city will help the
congregation relocate to another
facility:
"Areas that will he demolished
will be done after residents have
been notified of the schedule,"
Elias said. "Those propepy owners involved will get the
appraised value for the property."
Elias said tkis area, which is
one of the older parts. of Murray.
was selected because he and
others thought it was in great
need of assistance.
Most of the residents in that
vicinity are classified as low to
moderate income-level families.
The property is all privatelyowned, he said.
The state receives approximately $10 million a year to fund

.
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HARRY ALLISON/Special to Ledger I Tmles

Seyenteen females vied for the title of Miss Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Monday
night. The top three contestants were (from left) Melody Parker, second runner-up: Taryn
Hansen, queen; and Deidra Holcomb, first runner-up. Not pictured is Victoria Holton selected as
Miss Congeniality by the other contestants. The pageant was sponsored by the Murray Woman's
Club.

TURN TO PAGE 2

Jackson said he thought the
last time Murray received any
funding of this type was in the
mid-70s and the amount was
between S200-300,(XX).
Cherry. said he was pleased
with the work Jackson, Miller
and Elias had done. The project
will mean a great deal to Murray.
"Murray will profit very much
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Purchase of
Paducah's
track nears
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Two suitors plan to pull out all
the stops in an attempt to. win a
bidding war fcir Bluegrass
Downs, an obsolete quarterhorse track that has taken on
new value with the prospect of
casino gambling in Kentucky.
The owners of the struggling
race track will gather tonight to
consider two offers, including,
an in-person proposal by the
chairman and chief executive of
Players International Inc. of
Calabasas, Calif.
Former Gov. Julian Carroll, a
Frankfort attorney representing
the track, said because of recent
speculation about legalizing
casino gambling at Kentucky
race tracks, the value of Bluegrass Downs "has nearly
doubled in the past six to eight
weeks."
Before the speculation began,
there were no serious bidders,
Carroll said.
"We had some people who
wanted to try to steal it for 25
cents on the dollar," he said.
IN TURN TO PAGE 2
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Need Line spends over
Two
rivers
crunc
h Kansas City
05,000for services
By AMANDA DAVIS

ByJO BURKEEN
Many Leery & Times Stan Wetter

Murray-Calloway County
Need Line spent a total of
$25,343.37 during the year
1992 for services to clients as
reported by Kathie Gentry,
executive director at the Need
Line Annual Council meeting
and monthly Board meeting
held Monday.
Gentry said this included
$18,433.60 for utilities,
$2,194.91 for medical, $1,579
for rent. $960.92 for food,
$605.03 for transportation,
$309.62 for transient, $350.08
for office supplies and $912.21
for miscellaneous.
During the year 1992, a total of 1,380 families were
served by Need Line. Donny
Guess, Murray State University student, assists Gentry in
the Need Line office:
Gentry added that a total of
238 Christmas baskets at a

value of $9,012.82 were also
distributed to families in
December 1992. A large
amount of this food was
donated by businesses, churches, clubs, The Salvation
Army, individuals, etc., said
Gentry.
For the six months of 1993,
a total of $20,720.20 has been
spent, Gentry said. This
includes S15,106.64 for utilities, $1,890.03 for medical,
$1,703.47 for rent, $1,373.78
for food, $292.76 for transient.
$175.92 for transportation,
$166.76 for miscellaneous and
$10.84 for office supplies.
Gentry expressed her appreciation to the public for the
donations of food and money.
Need Line is an agency of the
United Way. but other funds
are needed to #dd to the allocation from United Way.
Need Line board members
B TURN TO PAGE y
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KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Thousands of businesses and
homeowners piled sandbags at
their doors, boarded up their windows and cleared out as the Missouri and Kansas rivers closed in,
both of them bulging toward a
crest today.
"It's an unknown what will
happen," said George Hanley,
spokesman for the Army Corps of
Engineers. "That's the reality.
The levees have never been
tested.''
The Kansas River, which converges with the Missouri at Kansas City, was expected to crest at
55 feet this morning I— well.
above the flood stage of 33 feet
and close to the top of a 57-foothigh levee. The Missouri was
expected to crest tonight at a
record 49.5 feet, 17 feet over
flood stage and just below the
flood walls, which are about 52
feet high.
Flash floods in the forecast
could cause water to slosh into

both Kansas City, Kan., and Kansas City, Mo. Hanley said the
extent of any flooding also
depended on how much water
from the Missouri backed up into
the Kansas where the rivers meet.
No immediate evacuations
were ordered in Kansas City, Mo.
About 3,500 people were evacuated Monday night from
Armourdale, a low-lying residential and commercial neighborhood in Kansas City, Kan., across
the Missouri River.
Water crept into mostly empty
Armourdalc before daybreak.
Flooding across the Midwest
had been blamed for at least 42
deaths. Damage has been put at
more than $10 billion.
About 50 miles north of Kansas City, Mo., 85,000 St. Joseph-area residents remained without
water for a fourth day. Floodwatcrs knocked out the city's water
treatment plant on Saturday. Officials said the plant may not be
fixed until Friday or later.
The Missouri River threatened
Lynn Rowan's bait and tackle
shop and Christian book store in

St. Joseph. And there were no
sandbags to be found. "I'm going
to Jose my business," Rowan
lamented.
Missouri looked to Iowa for
advice. After floodwaters
knocked out Des Moines' water
treatment plant, some 250,0000
people went 12 days without running water until last week.
"We've already provided them
with some technical advice on
how to set up water distribution
sites," said Richard Vohs, a
spokesman for Iowa Gov. Terry
Branstad.
South of St. Louis along the
Mississippi, some residents of St.
Genevieve ignored warnings to
evacuate. "1 don't want to move
unless I have to. It just disrupts
everybody's lives," said Doris
Beckermann, who owns a nineroom, red-brick house built in
1877. A tall levee runs across her
back yard.
The river is expected to crest at
• Ste. Genevieve next week at 48
feet. Volunteers worked to build
up the levees to 50 feet.
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Troops in Macedonia go unnoticed
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an Congress. "That's one reason
I assume there's been little
debate on it."
President Clinton, in a letter to
Congress earlier this month, said
the addition of the 3(10 Americans to the force of 700 Scandinavians now patrolling the
Macedonian -Serbian border
would help "prevent the Balkan
conflict from spreading and contribute to stability in the region."
He said the "Berlin Brigade"
from the U.S. Europcan. Command was "fully prepared not
only to fulfill their peacekeeping
mission but to defend themselves
if necessary."
That possibility, of a small,
lightly armed American -force
facing down a Serbian invasion
of the newly independent Yugoslav republic, has disturbed some

By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Prase Writzet

WASHINGTON (AP)
While Congress looks to the bigger battles of floods, tax packages and Somali warlords, the
first U.S. combat troops ever to
wear the blue helmets of U.N.
peacekeepers moved quietly into
Macedonia.
So far, the response in Congress has been muted — some
Republicans have expressed concern, but most lawmakers arc
again letting the president take
the lead in forging this new postCold War security arrangement.
Senate Majority Leader George.
Mitchell, D-Maine said dispatching troops to the small Balkan
state was an "appropriate, prudent action" with strong support

'Murray
Ledger 8c Times

Clinton saying that "using 3(10
U.S. troops as symbolic pawns in
a complex European conflict —
without first cicariy defining their

mission — threatens to deepen
the already existing quagmire."
Rep. Jim Ramstad, R-Minn.,
author of the letter, also has
introduced a - resolution expressing disapproval of a U.S. troop
presence in Macedonia. "U.S.
troops must not be used as symbolic sitting ducks anywhere in
the world," he said. The resolution, so far, has moved nowhere.
House Republican leaders Bob
Michel of Illinois and Newt Gingrich of Georgia wrote Secretary
of Defense Les Aspin, saying

FROM PAGE 1
made public.
And Jones said he
quickly to install new

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
MARY ANN OAR
Advertising Manager

is moving
leadership

at the lottery.
Brown acknowledged some of
the problems found in the audit,

DAVID STOM

but said the part-time board did
not examine every expenditure
and .never benefited from the
lottery.
Brown, a black Louisville
businessman and former Republican party nominee for Congress,
listed several. of the other ongoing controversies in state government, including the indictment
and convictions of legislators and
former' .officials, revenue shortfalls and Jones' failure to win
health care reform legislation
during an aborted special-session.
"As chairman of the lottery
board, if we can bd`held responsible for micromanaging the - lottery, then who is responsible for
the Corruption and mismanagement going on in state govern-

Circulation Manager
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
'he Murray L eager & Times (L1SPS 308-700)
The Murray Ledger 8 Times ts published
every afternoon exam Sundays. July. 4,
Tharwsong Day. Chnsimas Day and New
Years Day by Murray Newspapers Inc. 1031
Mane!' Dr., Murray, KY 42071 Second
Class Postage Paai Murray, KY 42071
••••
SuBSC,RIPTION PATES: In weas already
serves by caters• $S per month. payed(' in
advance. By mall in Calloway Co and to
Benton, Flardin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Fatmogton: Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
Pvyear. Tenn $57 per year By mail to other
destinations $6450 per year.
•each.all depanments ol the ne.ispaper. ^
'531916
••••
The Murray Ledger 8 Tyres Is a •ne—cer of
the Assocaled Press, Keni,oty P•ess Assoaahon and Southern Newspapers P,Atiostiars
Association. The Associated Press is indusivery entsled to news originated by the
Murray Ledger & Times
arlaPe

ment ...," Brown said. "I challenge you and the various finance

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

wrongdoing.

Gorman said Monday he did
not know if the shredded material
was critical to his investigation,
but he said the timing was
suspicious.
"I think it's a question of timing," Gorman said. "We may
never know what documents may
have been destroyed, if any have
been."
He said he did not know if any
lottery official was guilty of
wrongdoing.
He also said he would explore
whether federal authorities can
reconstruct the shredded material.
George Stewart, vice president
of security at the lottery, declined

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pi99IY wiggly
2410i15 A DAY, SAT I SIM 7 AlfleiniT
Rift Se 51TH AT GLINOlL

Main

753-0489

to comment on anything related
to the subject, induding if a
shredder was routinely used to
dispose of document, h. loners
officials.

I Need Line...
FROM PAGE 1
and friends collected the parking fees at Beta Sigma Phi
Arts and Crafts Show on
Saturday and Sunday with a
total of S1,239.15 being cot
lected. The 'board expressed
appreciation to the sorority for
allowing Need l.ine this

Opportunity.
Volunteers at

Need

Line

office were special guests lor
the luncheon meeting. They
were Maxine Houston. Wilma
Houston and Katherine Rickman. Eleanor Kavanaugh,
another volunteer, was, unable
to attend.
Elected as officers for the
Council and Board to serve for
another year were Dick Hoffman, president: Sharon Myatt,
vice president;'Kathie Hefting, recording secretary; Carolyn Carroll, treasurer: Annie
Nance, corresponding
secretary.
New board members include
Margaret Boone. Janet Scheeler, the Rev. Dave Riley, the
Rev. Lawson Williamson and
the Rev. Bob Saywrell.

II Murray..
from

The Pick
6-8-16-30-42-53-54-55

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily

Nlonday
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FROM PAGE 1
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For Your tons eniuncc Noss ()Hers

Sa‘e

money

a.m.- X p m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m.
Hues 6.41 N.
01*mpit Plaia

Sun

You might WIN

During the- May 1991 primary
elections, Calloway County. was
the only county in the Purchase
region Jones carried.
Other west Kentucky cities
who received money: include:
Paducah, S750,000; LaCenter,
$713,570; and Cadiz, 5750,000.

•••

one of Four
1994 Buick Regal Sedans
or one of 25
13mm Camcorders
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According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Kaptoria Catlett,
Spruce Street. was arrested July 26 and charged on a warrant with seconddegree assault_

MAN ARRESTED AFTER CHARGES FILED

Michael Foster, Ash Street, was arrested July 26 following a complaint by a
Spruce Street woman and charged with first-degree criminal trespassing,
third-degree criminal mischief and fourth-degree assault

MAN CHARGED AFTER ACCIDENT
Timothy C Torsack, 24, Rt 5 Murray, was charged with probable cause
DUI, leaving the scene of an accident and operating a motor vehicle on a
suspended license, according to reports from the Calloway County Sheriffs
Department Torsack was involved in a one•vehicle accident at the intersection of Ky '44 E and Hwy. 280 July 24. Apparently his vehicle ran off the
road and hit a tree in the middle of the intersection
William Foster, At. 2 Hazel, reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department that on July 23 someone broke into the back door of his residence and stole several items with a total value of approximately $500 The
theft is under investigation.

MAN CHARGED ON MERCER CO. WARRANT

•Bluegrass...
FROM PAGE 1
Bluegrass Downs has run
quarter-horse races but has permission to conduct thoroughbred race ._ beginning Oct.
9 if it makes S250,000 worth of
improvements by mid September.
Bluegrass Downs came out Of
bankruptcy proceedings last
August and prospered for six
months.
Bet -the opening of the Players Riverboat Casino across the
Ohio River in Metropolis,. Ill.,
has devastated the Paducah
track, driving the owners to
sell.
Players Chairman Edward J.
Fishman wouldn't confirm
whether his company will
increase a $4.8 million bid

offered last week.
Fishman said he does not
want to compete against a casino operation at Bluegrass
Downs if Kentucky legalizes

casino gambling. Players Riverboat Casino- -at - Mery Griffin's
Landing is located six miles
from Bluegrass Downs.
He said head-to-head competition would tear the market
apart in western Kentucky and
southern Illinois.
"I think that if we owned it,
we could stabilize it," he said.
, The majority owner of Riverfront Associates in Mount Vernon, Ill., is the other remaining
bidder. Broadcasting executive
W. Russell Withers Jr. said he
would make a competitive
offer.
Riverfront Associates was
formed with Tennessee investors to purchase Bluegrass
Downs. Withers wouldn't say
whether it would increase a S5
million offer made last week.
"We're still very much interested," Withers said. "We have
not gotten out of the race."

Rostenkowski suggests
Clinton stay out of talks
WASHINGTON (AP) — Urging Congress to "get on with it,"
President Clinton pressed lawmakers for a compromise deficitreduction bill just as key Democrat Rep. Dan Rostenkowski was
telling hint to butt out.
"This, institutionalized gridlock and delay is had for America," Clinton told a jobs conference Monday in Chicago, Rostenkowski's home town. About
the same time, Rostenkowski had
a few choice words of his own
for Clinton.
"I wish the president would be
president and let us negotiate,"
the House Ways and Means
Committee chairman said in a
telephone interview with The
Associated Press.
Today,'a White House spokesman said that Clinton was not
concerned about Rostenkowski's

criticism. "They came back
together" on Air Force One and
continue to enjoy "a good collaborative relationship," said
White House-. Communications
Director Mark Gearan.
"Certainly, the —chairman has
the right to comment" on the
process, Gearan added. He said
he did not think the dispute

would jeopardize the ongoing
talks on the deficit-reduction
package.
Rostenkowski's pique at Clinton was not the first sign of
uneasiness as Democrats struggling for a deficit-reduction compromise faced deadlines and
unanimous Republican oppositi()The nimble Clinton managed
Monday to attack the sluggishness of the House-Senate negotiating committee.

Person(s) named below are
inmates who are eligible to meet
the Parole Board in the month of
August 1993 However, some
inmates will meet the Parole Board
during the month of July due to the
fact that the board goes to some
institutions every other month Anyone with questions may contact the
Parole Board at 1-800-221-5991
•Day. James, inmate number
108887 AC. parole type N, indictment number 91CR144,
•Musgrow, Renee Denise, inmate
number 005059-W, parole type 0,
indictment number 91CR172.
*Scarbrough, Jeffery, inmate number 015051-CD, parole type N,
indictment number 92CR00106,
92CR0148,

Waist-Away Wednesday

flours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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WOMAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT

Dr. Dale Broeringmeyer
has returned to the
chiropractic practice
and is working Monday
through Friday.

JCPenney Catalog
JCPENNEY FALL CATALOG SWEEPSTAKES
OFFICIAL SWEEPSTAKES RULES

According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriffs Department, Dwayne Childers, 46, At 1 Almo, was arrested July" 2nd charged with contempt of court He was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of $250
bond. Childers was also charged on a Trigg County warrant with musseling
without a license and musseling violation Bond on those charges was $200

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
wishes to announce the
addition of staff at
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center.

America's biggest catalog and a
$10 certificate...Your's for only S5 at any JCPenney!

GA

MAN ARRESTED FOR CONTEMPT, OTHER CHARGES

PAROLE BOARD

WHEN YOU ENTER OUR FALL CATALOG SWEEPSTAKES

•

According to reports from the Murray Police Department. Tommy Massie.
Murray, reported the theft of $180 from his vehicle while it was parked on
First Street July 23

tuned

Center.
Jones made SI4 million available for the center.. A combined effort on the part
of city and county residents has
helped Calloway receis.e needed
money..
"This community is united in
its efforts and it asks for nioney
with one voice," he said.
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this grant. Stay

because we're looking for more."
Cherry said. .
Jackson said he hopes Jones
will be able to come to Murray in
August for the ground-breaking
of the Regional Special Events
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CASH REPORTED STOLEN FROM VEHICLE

AccordIng to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff s Department.
Jonathan Byro, 22, Shady Oaks, was charged on a Mercer County warrant
July 26 with theft by deception under $100

Pick 3

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Sears, Bel-Air Center, reported the theft of a camcorder from its display
sometime July 23

PROPERTY REPORTED STOLEN

committees to audit each department of state government with an
outside firm and find a department better run than the lottery
even with the problems that the
audit revealed."
_ The report .by -Auditor Ben
Chandler's office included stinging accusations of sloppy management and lavish spending by
the lottery and its officials.
Shortly after its release, Gorman obtained a court order to
prohibit destruction of any lottery
documents that might be needed
for an investigation of
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They noted that Brig. Gen.
Finn Sacrmark Thomsen of Denmark, commander of the U.N.
troops in Macedonia. said in a
Washington Post interview that
he might assign Americans to the
front line if Serbia attacks
because "the political message is
stronger than if (they were from)
Sweden."
But Macedonia has caused
hardly a ripple elsewhere on
Capitol Hill. Most Democrats
have sided with the president and
his argument that the United
States must play a role in containing the Balkan contli,t
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SEARS REPORTS THEFT

they were "acutely interested" in
such issues as rules of engagement and U.S. commitment to
defend the forces.

•Gorman says...

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
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members of Congress.
Eighty-six House lawmakers,
all but two of them Republicans,
in late June co-signed a letter to
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Approval rating
for Congress
at 24 percent
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Rescuers search through
crashed airliner wreckage

mnpetmarket
:y and

tals and the crash site in trucks
HAENAM TOWNSHIP. South
jeeps. Others struggled
and
and
solKorea (AP) — Villagers
among the roots, rocks and mud
diers struggled through knee-deep
mud and continual rain today to • carrying tools and bodies.
One 34-year-old villager. Kim
retrieve bodies from the wreckBok-chul, made five trips up the
age of a domestic jet that crashed
rugged hillside in two days. On
in stormy weather, killing 66
people.
his last trip, he hauled white burAsiana Airlines said 44 of the
ial cloth.
110 people aboard the plane surPresident Kim Young-sam said
vived the crash, which was South
more lives might have been lost
Korea's worst civil aviation
without the heroism of the villadisaster.
gers. He said he was "deeply
• The Boeing 737-500 was en
impressed by the sacrifice of the
route from Seoul to the southpeople living in the area for. their
western port city of Mokpo when
help, despite the weather."
its wing hit the groitnd, causing
An altar with burning incense
the plane to careen into a remote
was set up in a classroom at a
wooded hillside, officials said.
village schoolhouse, about a twoThe "black boxes," voice and
hour walk from the crash site.
data recorders from the cockpit,
Bodies wrapped in light blue
were recovered today and the
blankets and plastic to protect
Transportation Ministry said an
them from rain were placed in
investigation was underway.
wood coffins that were wrapped
Government officials initially
in white cloth and tied with white
blamed the crash on pilot error. cords.
The three-year-old plane was
Grieving family members sat
owned by the Danish airline comon small stools in the schoolpany Macrsk and had been leased
house among children's drawings
to Asiana Air for five years
and bubbling fish aquariums, eatbeginning in November, the Daning rice and soup brought by
ish travel magazine- Stand-By
villagers.
said today.
"My mother doesn't know
Experts said trees and mud
he's dead," said Chung Hongprotected the plane and may have
jun, whose elder brother, Chung
saved lives, and heavy rains preJu-hyun, died in the crash. "He
vented fire. Pieces of the plane
had come to visit. How do I face
hung from treetops and were burher? How can 1 tett her?"
ied in underbrush.
Chung's widow and brother-inSeveral hundred villagers from
law were not on the plane, and
surrounding areas turned out to
came to claim the body only to
help.
find officials had temporarily run
Many worked all night and into
out of caskets. The widow draped
today to feed,family members
her body over that of her husband
and shuttle .them, between hospiand sobbed.

ned it,
e said.
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Christopher cuts trip short
to return to Washington
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fleets of ambulances and several helicopters ferried bodies
and family members to mortuaries, a task'made difficult by the
remoteness of the location and
rains that had left dirt roads and
fields flooded or slick with mud.
"How can you leave my
daughter out in the rain like a
'common dog?" sLreamed a
woman at soldiers after identifying the body of her daughter,
Sung Chun.
Rural Haenam Township is
about 20 miles south of the airport at Mokpo, the plane's final
destination on its scheduled
55-minute flight from Seoul.
Mokpo is 193 miles southwest of
Seoul on the Yellow Sea.

a, Christopher asked the Syrian
SINGAPORE (AP) — Secretofficial to "think of ways in
ary of State Warren Christopher
which .the violence may decut short his visit to Asia today to
escalated," the official said.
return immediately to WashingHe said Christopher urged
ton and confer on escalating vio"maximum restraint" on all the
lence in the Middle East before
parties involved in the fighting.
heading there next weekend as
previously planned.
He said Christopher would
The change came as Israeli forhead for the Middle East as
ces launched a third day of air
planned over the weekend, proband artillery attacks on suspected
ably arriving Sunday or Monday
guerrilla positions in south
in Egypt and visiting Israel, Syria
Lebanon.
and Jordan as previously
More than 42 people have been
scheduled.
killed and at least 195 wounded,
The conversations with Rabin
most of them Lebanese, since
and Sharaa had "confirmed in
Israel began assaults Sunday in
the secretary's mind his deciretaliation for attacks on its
sion" to travel to Washington for
troops.
consultations and President Clin"I have been following the
ton concurred with that thinking,
dramatic escalation of violence in
the official said.
southern Lebanon and northern
He said Christopher wants to
Israel with great concern and I
spend "more concentrated times
will be discussing the impact of on this issue" than he would
these events on the peace prohave been able to do had he concess,"-ChriStopher said in a brief tinued with his meetings in Asia
announcement distributed to and Australia. _In Washington, he
reporters shortly before his hastiwill meet with the team of experly arranged departure.
ts overseeing the Mideast peace
A senior official traveling with
talks as well as with Clinton.
Christopher said the secretary
Until the abrupt change of
spoke by telephone with Israeli plans, he had been scheduled to
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin depart Singapore for an annual
and Syrian Foreign Minister Far- meeting in Australia on Wednesouk Sharaa before firming up his day and fly to Egypt on Friday.
decision to return to Washington.
In his statement, the secretary
The official, who spoke on apologized to the Australian govcondition of not being identified ernment for having to postpone
by name, said Rabin asked his planned visit and.promised to
Christopher not to cancel his trip reschedule in the first quarter of
to the Middle East and Christo- next year.
pher replied that he had no intenHe also apologized for leaving
tion of doing that.
the annual Asian foreign minisIn his conversation with Shara- ters meeting a day early.

-CCHS
Class of '88

Survivors included a Koreanborn Japanese woman taking her
two young children home to her
mother's 60th birthday. The oldest child, 4-year-old Chiaki Tada,
died.
"I thought I was going to
die," said Kim Ilyong-kyun. 30.
"I hugged my wife next to me.
On impact, the plane was broken
in two. pieces and my wife was
under her scat."
Rah Jung-gi, a 45-year-old
pharmacist was on a two-day.
holiday with nine members of the
Rah family, including his mother.
Of the nine, only three survived.
including Rah, his 17-year-old
daughter and a sister-in-law.
blamed
Government of
the accident- on misjudgment by
the pilot: Hwang ln-ki, 49, a former air force major who -died in
the crash. The airline said Hwang
had 8,000 hours of flying time,
3,000 of it in commercial aircraft.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congress' approval rating has
sunk to the same 24 percent
level it was three years ago
when it also was linked to a
tax-laden deficit reduction
plan, according to a new
survey.

The only time in the last 20
years it was lower was the
summer of 1979 when the congressional approval rating bottomed at 19 percent.
The USA Today/CNN/
Gallup Poll released today
found that 65 percent of those
questioned now disapprove of
Congress and that only 39 percent believe most members
deserve to be re-elected.
Two or three — 67 percent
— say members of Congress
should be limited to 12 years
in office, but 58 percent say
their own members deserve to
be re-elected.
The poll also found these
favorability ratings for key
administration players:
—President Clinton: 51 percent favorable, 45 percent
unfavorable.
Rodham Clinton:
56 percent to 34 percent.
—Vice President Al Gore:
55 to 30.
--Attorney General Janet
Reno: 55 to 14.
—Secretary of State Warren
Christopher: 39 percent to 14.
--Secretary of Defense Les
Aspin: 36 percent to 19
percent.
. Conselor- David Germ was
viewed favorably by 23 percent and unfavorably by 13
percent,- but 37 percent had
never heard .of him, in line
with the 36 percent who had
never heard of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown.
The telephone poll of 1,011
people last week has a 3.point
margin- of error.

Ruble under fire

Yeltsin criticized
for currency reform
MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin faced biting critici
ism today over the government's
chaotic reform of the ruble, as
people clogged bank branches to
exchange their worthless
banknotes.
Yeltsin's political rival, parliament speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov, stepped up efforts to capitalize on anger over the Central
Bank's invalidation of old ruble
notes. He told regional economic
managers the entire measure
should be repealed. A day earlier,
he demanded that it just be
revised.
"The people have been given a
shock by the actions of the Central Bank and the Cabinet," Khasbulatov said, the Interfax news
agency reported. . "We have to
recognize these as illegal and
think about whether it would be
right for the Central Bank to
repeal this decision in next few
days."
Central Bank Chairman Viktor
Gerashshenko joined the fingerpointing, telling The Associated
Press that Yeltsin knew about the
surprise step "in general terms"
before it was announced on
Saturday.
"The Central Bank cannot
make decisions to introduce a
national currency without the
agreement of the highest leaderGerashchenko said.
Gerashchcnko is under investigation by Russia's chief prosecutor, Valentin Stepankov, for.
allegedly "depriving Russians of
their, constitutional right to use
and possess money," new media
reported.
On Monday, billions of
pre-1993 ruble notes became
invalid. Citizens could exchange
only- 35,000 ruble's'(S35) in cash,
with amounts above that credited
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But the damage already was
done. Khasbulatov accused the
Central Bank of trying to drive
other former Soviet republics out
of the ruble zone, set up among
members_ of the Commonwealth
61Independent States that use-the
the ruble.
Gerashshcnko reiterated that
the measure was aimed at regaining control of rubles in other former Soviet republics, and forcing
several other newly independent
nations to decide whether they
will stay in the ruble zone.
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5-YEAR REUNION
at Kenlake State Park
on July 31, 1993
Registration starts at 4 p.m. Meal will start at 5 p.m
at 753-0625,
If you arc planning to attend please call Ginger Evans Hale
436-5269. To help
at
Cathey
Lydia
or
489-2114
at
Darnell
Reshana
organize call Jennifer Gcurin Stubblefield at 759-4411.
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to bank deposits. The action was
designed to stem inflation and
nullify rubles outside Russia's
control in other former Soviet
republics.
The measure seemed to hit
hardest at pensioners and any
Russians who have hoarded
rubles. Tensions remained high in
Moscow as people pushed and
shoved in line at bank branches
to exchange their old rubles.
At a train station, private traders were paying one dollar for
1,300 old rubles, saying privately
that they have been able to circumvent the limit on cash
exchanges.
The Central Bank formally is
under control of both the hardline Supreme Soviet legislature
and the Cabinet, which is led by
Prime Minister Viktor Chernornyrdin and is heavily
infuenced by Yeltsin. The measure touched off a political storm
against Yeltsin and the Cabinet.
Yeltsin watered down the order
by raising the limit on cash
exchanges to 100,000 rubles,
removing all limits on exchange
of 10,000-ruble notes. and
extending the deadline for
exchanges to Aug. 31.
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Lessonsfrom Mc Cat

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's six months:

So far, a bumpy ride,
and no end in sight
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is marking his sixmonth anniversary in typical fashion: A firestorm over-his-policy-on
homosexuals in the military is threatening to steal attention from his
widely praised Supreme Court nominee.
Clinton's ups have been as high as his forceful performance at the
economic summit in Tokyo. The downs have been as low as his
wrenching decision to drop a friend's nomination to high office. The
calls have been as close as a one-vote budget victory.
"It's been like a yo-yo, bouncing up and down," former House
Speaker Tip O'Neill said of Clinton's first months.
Analysts say the country's political mood, its problems and Clinton's resolve to do something about them suggest the rest of his term
will be equally volatile.
"He's going to have a very difficult presidency, but that's not to
say it will necessarily be an unsuccessful one," said Columbia University historian Alan Brinkley.
Many presidents have rocky break-in periods. Jimmy Carter alienated Democrats in Congress almost immediately and spent his first
six months trying to mend fences. George Bush nominated John Towcr as defense secretary and watched him go down to a painful defeat.
, But few recent chief executives have been as active or divisive as
Clinton as he pushes his agenda and tries to reverse Republican policies of the past decade.
Ending the military ban on homosexuals, paying for poor women's
abortions, cutting spending; raising taxes — these are proven potstirrers, and so are the issues coming up next: changing the way people get health care, moving people off welfare, finalizing a free-trade.
agreement with Mexico.
At the moment, Clinton is running what is by all accounts a model
disaster relief effort in the flood-ravaged Midwest. And with confirmation hearings ready to begin Tuesday, Clinton is hearing nothing
but kind words for his Supreme Court nominee, Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
At the same time, the president's "don't ask, don't tell, don't
pursue" compromise on gays in the military is drawing protests from
all sides. Republicans are attacking the outspoken liberal he nominated for surgeon general. And the fate of his budget hangs on
whether Capitol Hill negotiators can find the perfect compromise.
"We have been ranted and raved against," Clinton said at a Democratic fund-raising dinner last month. He vowed to push onward, but
warned that "sometimes it may be ragged."
Clinton's opening act would have been less tempestuous if he
hadn't gotten his S200 haircut, if his aides hadn't summarily fired the
entire_ White House travel office staff, if he hadn't nominated an attorney general who had broken both tax And. immigration laws or an
assistant attorney general with unusual views on voting rights.
But even a flawless start wouldn't have guaranteed a smooth one.
For one thing, he was elected with only 43 percent of the vote.
Further, as Brinkley noted, "Clinton lacks a defining crisis such as
the Great Depression, which made things somewhat easier for Franklin Roosevelt, and he doesn't have the huge Democratic majorities
that Lyndon Johnson had."
Republicans managed to kill a Clinton spending package meant to
create jobs, and they provided not one vote for his budget proposal. It
passed by a scant six votes in the House and one in the Senate, setting.
up a stiff challenge for the final compromise later this summer.
Administration insiders say their-narrow victoriesshould be viewed
as badges of honor — proof that the changes they seek are more than
cosmetic.
"If this plan were passing by 40-vote margins, you would know it
was a gimmick," political adviser Paul Begala said of the budget.
Besides, he added, harking back to his candidate's primary-season
nickname, "part of being the Comeback Kid is also being the Cardiac
Kid.''
The pattern of squeakers and comebacks is familiar to those who
followed Clinton's White House race and his career as governor of
Arkansas — a job he held for a term, lost and then won back again.
A sales tax increase to finance much-lauded state education reforms
didn't pass the Arkansas House until after several tries, and then by
only a couple of votes.
It also took a series of tries to pass a $200 milli appropriation to
end segregation in Little Rock schools, even after a court had ordered
the state to spend the money. It passed with only one vote to spare.
When the legislature resisted a lobbying and ethics reform bill,
Clinton got it approved by referendum. "The legislature was so angry
with him that it removed his ability to put governor's lobbyists on the
floor," recalls Betsey Wright, Clinton's former chief of staff.

GUEST EDITORIAL

•

The Kentucky Post:
With the state facing a serious revenue shortfall and Frankfort still
committed to education reform, Kentuckians shouldn't be surprised to
hear government officials suggesting all kinds of options for saving
money — even those not deemed particularly popular in the past.
For example, Gov. Brercton Jones told a meeting of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence that the number of school districts in Kentucky — 176 — is "ridiculous" and called for the committee to work with other education groups and state lawmakers to
explore the possibility of consolidating districts to save money.
This is not the first time that someone has suggested that one school
district for each of Kentucky's 120 counties plus another 56 independent districts is a costly proposition. The issue of consolidation is a
sensitive one, however, and generally has not met with wide
acceptance.
...It would be foolish to rush into widespread consolidations without
a thorough examination of what the overall impact of such consolidations would be. In particular, we need to determine whether the efficiencies would be worthwhile and whether education quality would in
any way be diminished. Fortunately, it appears that the Prichard Committee is ready and willing to provide a leadership fOie in guiding the
kind of thoughtful and deliberate review of the issues that are needed.

It was just two years ago on a
Sunday, right around this time of
summer. As usual, I was in a hurry and, as usual, felt as if the rest
of the world was moving especially slow just to get on my
nerves. So when I pulled into
McDonald's intent on breezing
through the drive-in service to
get a jumbo coffee to fuel me
through the morning, I shouldnot
have been surprised that the cars
were backed up for a city block.
Muttering darkly to myself, I
lurched into a parking space,
slammed my door loudly to signal my impatience to anyone
within a country mile, and strode
into the restaurant to get what I
wanted.
Minutes later, mollified by a
swig of caffein and urged out of
my bad humor by the sweet faces
of the young servers and their
earnest entreaties of "Y'all come
back," I ambled back outside. As
the restaurant door whooshed
open, I heard a plaintive meeow
at my feet. Looking down, I saw
a small gray kitten sitting patiently on the sidewalk. When he saw
me gazing at him, he emitted
another meeow. This one was
more conversational than the
first. Now that he had my attention, it was as if he were asking
me a question.
"Take me home?" was what it

translated to, and I admit it gave
me pause. When I squatted down
to pet him, the little cat began
purring immediately. He meowed
once more and rubbed up against
me. "Please," he seemed to be
saying.
But we already had two cats
and a dog at home, all three the
pets of my husband and his children. Before I got married, I never
had pets of my own. Never had
time for such things. Besides, as
my mother always said, "Animals
are just another thing to take care
of," so I certainly was not going
tp ..a00., another pet to our
menagerie.
The gray kitten followed me to
my car, meowing all the way. I
ended up picking him up and carrying him back to his post by the
door of McDonald's. H,e was a
pretty resourceful cat, I told
myself. Stationing himself by the
door on a Sunday morning was a
surefire way to captivate some
innocent soul who was feeling

particularly expansive on the way
to or from church. Someone
would save the kitten, I told
myself.
That evening, as my husband
and I were driving back from an
early movie, I recounted the
plight of the kitten. We were
driving through McDonald's
again — this time for a snack
and there the cat was, asleep
under the wheel of a car in the
parking lot.
— He'll get killed for sure," I
said to my husband. Before I
could say anything else, my
spouse was out of the car. He
scooped the tiny kitten into his
hands and got back in the car.
The cat snuggled into my husband's lap and began purring
contentedly. I drove home as if
we had a brand new baby in the
car.
Of course, we called him
"Mac," and from the beginning
he was my cat. When. I sit working at the computer. Mac clamors

to get up on my lap. When I do
not pay enough attention to him,
he grabs my hands with his paws,
demanding to be petted. When I
go out, he follows me to the door,
and when my car pulls into the
garage he rushes to the door to
greet me.
Since I have never had a pet of
my own before, I have been taken
by surprise by how much I dote
on this silky gray cat. He is HE
percent cat, with no pretense.
When he wants something, he
asks for it or goes to get it himself. When he needs affection or
attention, he asks for that too.
When he needs to rest, he rests;
but he takes time for play every
day. When he wants to be alone,
he goes off by himself, but when
he wants company he's never
shy. No matter how domesticated, he never loses his survival
instincts: he never forgets his
natural talents. Whatever he does,
play or work, Mac gives himself
up to it completely.
When I get up each morning,
no matter what my mood, Mac
greets me with gusto and unreserved joy, purring as if there is
nothing on this earth more wonderful than having another new
day to live. One could do worse
than have a cat for a teacher; I
know I have learned a lot from
mine.

Contracts are real 'big-stuff'
FRANKFORT - Forget about the
leather scats in the Crown Victoria.
Forget about the S12,000-plus
charged on the Kentucky Lottery
Corp. gold card in a mere seven
months. And forget about the
chartered aircraft to the tune of
$18,000 with no documentation of
need.
Penny-ante stuff.
The real dirt in State Auditor Ben
Chandler's management audit of the
louery is the contracts - when
lottery officials bothered themselves with contracts - that were
handed out without competitive
bids or were signed only after a
couple of years work and millions of
dollars in expenditures.
Now that's big-stuff.
And it's a fair guess the lottery's
decidedly strange ways of doing big
business will be a focus of attention
by Attorney General Chris Gorman
and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
The results of the management
audit by Chandler's office and two
private auditing firms shocked a
normally unshockablc capital city.
Everyone knew the lottery management and board members had long
been acting as if the lottery's success
put them above reproach or even
questions about the way they operate. But no one suspected the louery
was being run as if there were no
rules, regulations or statutes that
apply to it.
In fact, the lottery was so casual
about such matters that as much as
$37 million was allowed to sit with
retailers over extended periods of
time rather than be collected and a
portion turned over to the state

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
treasury.
Retailers loved it. Taxpayers
ought to be outraged.
But back to those contracts tor
non-contracts).
One example: The Kentucky Lottery Corp. has paid S1.3 million to
BABN Technologies, a Canadian
firm, for all those popular Bingo
scratch-off tickets. No bids were
solicited for the lowest price. No
contract exists with BABN Technologies. In fact, the lottery board
never approved the $1.3 million
purchase.
How can a public agency,even an
independent public corporation like
the lottery, spend S1.3 without bids,
a contract or formal approval? It
can't. Believe it or not there arc laws

about such things.
Another example: The contract
with GTECH Corp. for terminals
and computer services for the Lotto
gaines. The lottery has spent more
than S26 million with GTECH since
it submitted a low bid in 1989. Even
though much of the equipment was
bought in the initial years of the
lottery, GTECH had no formal
contract with the Kentucky Lottery
until 1991. The work was done
under a signed memorandum.
When the contract finally was
signed, auditors found new "elements' that hadn't been in the
original memorandum. Last year
the contract was expanded or enhanced or something by an
addendutn.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
oplOons on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
nt letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the totwinç guideltie#411 letters must be signed by the writer, with the
Weis s address tOd telephone number included in case yogic-1604.#,
netelstry (telephone numbers will at* be published). Letters musts*
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double.'
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letatits should be addresser! to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
e ••••••••--

With all these changes and additions, the auditors say, "It is not
clear what services GTECH is providing or whether (the lottery)
understands the services they have
contracted for with GTECH."
The GTECH relationship is so
confused and convoluted, the auditors recommend a separate audit be
made on that one contract alone.
Then, of course, there are the
well-known lottery contracts with
two companies owned by Rogers
Wells, state Finance secretary under
former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. It
was, of course, Wilkinson who
appointed all the lottery board
members.
It goes without saying this just
won't do. Chandler and a number of
top legislators last week demanded
the lottery board and its top management resign or be replaced.
To their credit, no one yet has
suggested the General Assembly
junk the independent corporation
idea of operating the lottery and pot
it under a state agency. It would
operate all right, but profitability
would go right out Ilse window.
The Kentucky Lotteiy Corp. is
now a nearly S500 million-a-year
business, with the taxpayers the
stockholders. It's making a $100
million-a-year profit for us and
enriching a handful of us in the
process.
It clearly must have management
and a board of directors capable of
operating a half-billion-dollar corporation - all the while abiding by
the rudimentary rules and regulations of both government and big
business. Anything less and the
stock-holders lose everything.

•
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Tuesday, July 27
Murray Lions Club/6 10 p m IMurrio,
Woman's Club Douse
Flint Baptist Church Bible School/6 40
pm
Youth lAplosionr7 p in /Hardin Baptist
Church
First l'nited Methodist Church Bible
School/6 p m
Prepared Childbirth Class/'
pm /Murray Callowas Counts Hospital
Bingo/7 p m ,Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS ('Iub Kentucky 134/1-irst
Presbyterian Church/6 p m Info/
759 9464
Parents Antonymous/6 p rll
Infor7
(X182

Jo Burkeen

kit

Murray Today editor

4

East Calloway Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting on Thursday, July 29, at 7
p.m. Items on the agenda include Staffing Design Team Report and
Staffing Interview Team Report. Jim Feltner, principal, urges all
members and interested persons to attend.

Humane Society will meet Thursday

Humane Society of Calloway County will have a general meeting on
Thursday. July 29, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. Kathy Hodge. president, urges all members and interested persons
to attend.

Hospital retirees will meet Saturday.
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and any persons who ever
worked there will meet Saturday. July 31. at 10 a.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street. Murray. For more information call Nancy McClure,
492-8640. or Lome Brandon, 753-3517.

Brooks Chapel Church plans services

•

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have revival services starting
Sunday. Aug. 1, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 6. Dr. Dale Mathis,
pastor of First United Methodist Church, Gleason, Tenn.. will be the speaker
for services at 7:30 p.m. nightly with prayer services to start at 7:15 p.m. Dr.
Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hale Mathis of Rt. 3, Murray, is married to the
former Malinda Cochran, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Cochran of
Murray. They have three sons and one daughter. The public is urged to
attend the revival services, according to the Rev. John W. Penny, pastor.

New Providence Church plans services

New Providence Baptist Church will have revival services starting Monday, Aug. 2, and continuing through Sunday, Aug. 8. The Rev. Darrell Walker will be speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. Special music will be presented each night. The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, invites the public to
attend.

Coldwater Church plans Bible School

Vacation Bible School at Coldwater Baptist Church will start Monday.
Aug. 2, and continue through Friday, Aug. 6. Classes for preschool through
eighth grade will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. each evening. For more information call 489-2410 or 435-4276.

Shelton-Coles Reunion on Aug. 7

Shelton-Coles Reunion will be Saturday. Aug. 7. from 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A potluck
lunch will be served at noon. All family and friends are invited to attend.

Murray High Class of 1978 plans event

Murray High School Class of 1978 will have its 15-year reunion on Saturday, Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club. A group picture will be
made at 7:15 p.m. Persons can pay at the door. For more information call
Cindy Vance, 753-1658, or DeAnn Barnett, 759-9262.

Senior Citizens plan dance class

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center has teamed up with
Thurman's School of Dance to offer Line Dancing Classes. These will be
held at the Weaks Community Center on Tuesdays at 2 p.m. The classes
will go for five consecutive weeks for a total cost of $20. Eric Kelleher, director, said please call the center, 753-0929, to pre-register and as soon as we
get everyone registered, we can start the classes. The center is open from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Senior Citizens is a United Way
agency.

Job Club will meet Wednesday
The Job Club for the Senior Employment Program wilt meet Wednesday,
July 28, at 10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Center, 607
Poplar Si. The program provides training for senior citizens, 55 and 70, who
are interested in finding employment. It is funded through the Job Training
Partnership Act, through the West Kentucky Private Industry Council, in
cooperation with the Department of Employment Services, and the Purchase Area Development District. For more information call 753-0929.

Christian Singles changes meeting day

Christian Singles Group has changed its weekly meeting from Monday to
Thursday and from Glendale Road Church of Christ to the home at 800
North 20th St., Murray. The next meeting will be Thursday, July 29, at 7
p.m. All singles, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed, are
welcome to attend. For more information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994.

Bedwell reunion planned July 31

The descendants of John J. and Elisif Furches Bedwell will have a family
reunion on Saturday, July 31, at Senior Citizens Building on Golf Course
Road, Benton, between the hours of noon and 6 p.m. A potluck dinner will
be served at 1 p.m. John J. was the son of Hugh M. and Elizabeth Bedwell
who were first listed as Calloway County residents in the 1840 census.
Invited relatives also include the descendants of Caleb Williams, Susan
Smith Wood Williams, Thomas Leonard Brown and other relatives. For more
information contact William Talbert Bedwell, At. 1, Box 132, Hardin, Ky.
42048 or call 437-4628.

Mt. Sinai holding revival services

Mt. Sinai Baptist'Church is holding revival services with the Rev. Charles
Bailey of Gleason. Tenn., as speaker. Services are at 7 p.m. nightly through
Friday, July 30. The church is located on Claytontown Road, Buchanan,
Tenn. The Rev. Perry Hardin, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Blood River providing water booth

The Blood River Baptist Association will provide a water booth during the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Volunteers are needed for the booth
which will be open from July 27 to July 31.

TOPS KY #469 meeting Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Covey

Couple married 25 years
Gary and Martha Covey will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on Wednesday. July 28.
Mrs. Covey is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sills of Rt. S.
Murray. Mr. Covey is the son of Mrs. Grace Covey, Coldwater Road,
Murray, and the late Vern Covey.
•
The couple was married on July 28, 11158, at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, New Concord. The Rev. Gerald Owens conducted the
ceremony.
Their attendants were Patricia Wilson Sober, Sherry Williams
Sims, Jack Covey and Danny Leslie.
Mr. and Mrs. Covey have one daughter,)Alesia -Gooch of Sixth
Street, Murray.
No formal celebration is planned.

Newborns, dismissals and
death are listed by hospital
na Gardner and baby boy. At 1, Box
258, Dexter,
Mrs Pamela Georgann Wood. At 2.
Box 158, Hickory; Mrs Patricia R
Gore. Rt 2, Lot 19. Mayfield. Mrs
.Martha Jane Key, At 4. Box 184,
Murray,
Mrs Edna Marie Walker, At 3. Box
2253, Mayfield; Mrs Effie Edwards,
At 2, Box 37 Hazel, Mrs Teresa G
Janow, 213 South 15th St. Murray.
Mrs Maude Lee Jones, 108 South
10th St.. Murray. Mrs Estelle Outland,
At 3, Box 97. Murray. Mrs Dorothy
Danner. 103 South 10th St • Murray

Four newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murra.y-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, July 23, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wharton baby boy. parents, Lolita
and Henry, P 0 Box 62. Cadiz;
Anderson baby boy. parents, Whitney and Brad, 2612 Kenwood Dr.
Hopkinsville.
Sharp baby girl. parents, Shirley
and Barry, 258 Hickory Lane. Fulton.
Hayden baby boy, parents. Linda
and Gregory, 800 Olive St., Benton

Dismissals
Mrs Loltta Wharton and baby boy.
P 0 Box 62. Cadiz, Jimmy Lee Harrell, P0 Box 121. Murray, Miss
Fedelia Ann Foster, 401 Ash, Murray,
Mrs Whitney S Anderson and baby
boy, 2612 Kenwood Dr , Hopkinsville,
George G Woods, Rt 3, Box 20C,
Murray; Dennis Brittain, At 5. Box
542. Murray.
Mrs Ila F McNeely, At 1. Box 279,
Farmington. Woodrow Todd, West
View Nursing Home, Murray: Ms Roszella E Williams, At 4, Box 392.
Murray.

The Second Annual Kentucky Lake 'Blessing of the Fleet" will be Saturday. July 31, from noon to 3 p.m. just south of Eggner's Ferry Bridge at
Tennessee River Mile 42 in the Seconard Channel, just outside Kenlake
State Resort Park. All boats will pass by the anchored headquarters boat
with interdenominational religious representatives aboard for the blessing.
Decorated boats are welcome and encouraged. Sponsors of the event are
Marshall County Rotary Club and Jonathan Creek Aurora Action Committee.
For more information contact Paul Morris at 1-354-8871 or 1-354-6459.

•
WINS HONORS — Mitzi
Jones, a teacher for Jane Marie's Dance Studio, Murray, was
recently chosen as second
runner-up in the Miss Kentucky Pageant, an official preliminary to the Miss USA Pageant.
She teaches tap, ballet, jazz and
gymnastics and is a former
Miss Murray State University.

11-1-N-G-0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
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* 404 S. 12th • Mersey (nezt to the Edge) 7534242
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July 26, 27, 28
from 10 a.m. 2 p.m
Cost *10
Ages K-8

759-1752

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
Off Any.Purchase
On Mondays Only With This Ad
(-Except Balloons)
•New Crafts Arriving Daily
*Candy. Jams. Jellies, Bar-B-Que Sauce
(
)
b
& Many More Unique Gift Basket Fillers
'Free Delivery

Shakespeare for
Children

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

Expiration

15%*

with Vickie Singleton and !Annie
Hooks as hostesses. Pairings will
he made at the tee.
A nine-hole golf scrambles was
held July 21 with Sue ‘ea/es
and Margaret Maddox as hostes
sex who have released the follow
ing winners:
First place team
Shirle%
Wade, Isabel Parks, Marilyn
Chatman and Nancy Rogers:
Second place team
Terri
Shertzer, Shirley LaMastus, Mary
Wells and Crystal Parks:
Third place team
Sue Veiey,• Irene Woods, Ilaiel Beale
and Bronda Parker.
A luncheon was sersed at
noon.

WORKSHOP

,
4 WjkgrYt-lif
"1-c-44,1:crr
J.,

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,July 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Wade baby boy, parents, Lana and
Robert, At. 2, Box 187, Wing();
Staples baby boy, mother, Jessica
Swaim, P.O. Box 1372, Cadiz
Dismissals
Mrs. Sheryl Canter and baby boy.
Rt. 1, Box 152. Symsonia; Mrs. Dean-

Blessing of Fleet on Saturday

SECOND BIRTHDAY
Megan Rae Calhoun will celebrate her second birthday on
Saturday, July 31. Her parents
are Randy and Vickie Calhoun
of Hardin. Her grandparents
are Tommy and Lugene Bogard
of Ilardin and Herbert and
Bobbie Calhoon, of Murray. She
will —Celebrate her birthday at
home in Hardin with family
and friends, Doyle and Ruth
Culver.

•

Art workshop planned Thursday

Palestine United Methodist Church will have revival services through Friday. July 30. Evangelist Paul Peck will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m.
nightly. A potluck meal will be served at 6 p.m. on Friday, July 30. The public is urged to attend, a church member said.

Lathes' day events at the t),iks
Wednesday.
Country Club will
July 28.
Bridge will he played at 0 a m
Golf play will start at 9 a m.

follows:

Mrs. Fausteen Elkins, 1504 Sycamore St., Murray.

Palestine Church holding revival

Bridge golf
will be at Oaks

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, July
25, have been released as

Dismissals
Mrs Dorothy M Warren and baby
girl. Rt. 1, Box 226, Sedalia, Mrs. Tara
McDavid and baby girl, At 1, Box
51, Paris, Term
Mrs. Marcy M Lovett and baby boy,
4Flt 4, Box 529. Benton; Mrs Annette
Litwiller and baby boy. Rt 1, Box
225, Sedalia:
Baby boy Sharp. E-7 Southside
Manor, Murray. Baby girl Ails. At 2,
bo)%5
1
74, Hazel; Mrs_ Eula Hoffman,
At. ,
x 182. Dexter:
Otis B. Bennett, Fern Terrace
Lodge. Murray; Raymon Brown Brittain, At 2. Box 79, Murray; Mrs Mary
E. Cahoon, 1101 Circarama, Apt. A.
Murray;
Miss Patsy Cutrel, At 1, Box 82,
Lynnville; Virgil E. Darnell, At 2, Box
276A, Murray; Mrs. Valissa K. Dugger,
At, 3, Box 1109, Murray;
Mrs. Paulette Duncan, At 6, Box
584, Murray: Milton Dick, 705 South
16th St., Murray; Miss Whitney B. Kelley, At 1, Symsonia;
Wallace William Krahn, At. 10, Box
740 LWV, Benton; Miss Rita Sue
Mohundro, Rt. 6. Box 99. Murray; Mrs
Tammy Ann Paschall, At 4, Box 208A,
Murray;
Mrs. Lala E. Smith. At 4, Box 368,
Benton; Miss Renee R. Thweatt. At 3,
Box 96. Benton; Henry Treas. At 1,
Box 378A, Hardin.

TOPS KY *469 of Murray will meet Thursday, July 29, in the Annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with
the meeting to begin at 7 p.m.
A workshop on 'Textiles will be Thursday, July 29, from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Braiding and weaving techniques
will be shown to use in hangings and jewelry. For more information or to
signup call Lynn Warren at 489-2751.

Wednesday, July 28
Health FApress of Munro, Calloss ay
County Hospital at Ponderosa II
Mallen% ilk/9 II 40 a m and 12 40 2 40
pm
t nisersity Church of Christ esents
include Bible Classes,' p m
Bible classes 7 p ni "Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 40
pm
First I filed Methodist
Church events
include Mountain Mission !ruck. Coven
ant Prayer/I0• in , Bible School and Toni
Turner Gathering/6 p in
Grace Baptist Church :cents include
King•s Kids. Kid's Klubs, Bible Flo.,
oon, Adult Bible Sillth, ‘hl.Tit Is Work
ers' meeting!' pm
Murray -Calloway County Jaycee Fair
'Memorial Baptist Church cc CIIIs in, lude
events include Carnival opening/6 p m
Prayer sers
p in . Sanctuary Chou
and Go Carts/7 pm
pro
Ladies Night Out Golf Scramble and
Reading Room open.I I noon
meal/5 30 pm.for golf and 7 p m for
pm /Christian Science Church
meal/Murray Country Club
Elm Grose Baptist Church esents
Resersationsf754-611 3
include Mid Week Bible Studs
p ii
Singles Organizational Society LSOS1/7
Westside Baptist Church es(-no. include
p m /Chamber of Commerce building
Adult Bible Studs. Youth Group actis
Info/Jeanne, 751-0224
ties, children and mission organizations,
'
Wednesday, July 28
pm
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
New Life Christian Centerpraver and
events include Cattle Shows/9 a m Car
praisen pm
nival open/6 p m and ATV Drags/7 pm
Oak Grose Baptist Church ptescr meet
Shakespeare for Children Workshop/I0
a ml p m !Playhouse. in the_ Yank—. ing, RAs and (i1s/6 1(1 p ru
1;1irif Baptist Church esents include
Info/759 1752
Ladies' Bible
Study 10 a m Library
Murray Country Club Ladies' Golf and
open/6 Ic pm. Pray er meeting and
Bridge/9 a in
Children's Super Studies/6 4c p ni
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Golf and
First Christian Church esenis include
Bridge/9 a m
Reunion Group/7 a in
angelism
Overeaters Anonymous/5 I. pm
Committe/noon
Community Center
South Pleasant Grose I niteCi Methodist
Hazel Center/open 10 a in 2 pm /for
Church es ents include 'Methodist Moun
senior citiiens* activities
lain Mission and Adrninistratise Boardr.
Weaks Center/open S dm 4 pm Cu
pm
senior cull/ens' activities
Alcoholics Anonymous open meeting/11
Job Club for Senior Employment
a m /American Legion Building, South
Program/ID a in /Weaks Community ("en
Sixth and Maple Streets
ICY Info/754 0929
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
Calloway County Public Library es ems
X 10 aim 41c pni
include Parents and I scos,/9 10 a m and
National Scouting Al u,:cum/topcto
Story Hour/10 40 a m
am 440 pm
Senior Citizens' Golf Leaguc+5
Land Between the lakes es erns include
a in
‘lemorial Golf Course
Iron Industry/10 4(1 a m and 1 1(1 pm .
Flint Baptist Church Bible School/6 10
Food Presersatiiin depending 011 garden
pm
vieldsillorneplace, Planetarium StION'11
Youth E•plosionr/ p in /Hardin Baptist
3 FT • 1. I Mid 3 p iii NIsIltlf Centel'. Iker
('lurch
I p Close/10 a ?II , Snakes arid I urtles,1
p m
Lagle-S- I p Close,2 p 0,• . Red
p in /Nature Center
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AN AFFAIR?
We are now taking reservations for
night parties. Schedule rehearsal
dinners, birthday parties, banquets or
any affair for 30 or more people today.
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Brotherly love?
Three games in Philadelphia could
make or break Cardinals chances
By RALPH BERNSTEIN

defense in the NL. They've been
giving a lot of four-out innings.
Third baseman Dave Hollins
had five throwing errors in nine
games.
"It's becoming a mental problem with him," said Fregosi
before losing the third of four to
the Giants Sunday. It's just something that players go through
when they're struggling."
Both Fregosi and Hollins insist
the throwing problems have
nothing to do with Hollins' recent
surgery to remove a broken bone
in his hand.
The Phils also have missed
rookie shortstop Kevin Stocker, a
defensive standout who has been
sidelined with an ankle sprain,
but may be ready 10-return
against St. Louis.
The Phillies' top hitters —
John Kruk, Hollins and Darren

TONIGHT:

AP Sports Writer

St. Louis(Magrane 8-8) at Philadelphia (Greene 12-3), 6.35 p.m.
PHILADELPHIA
It's too
early before the end of the season
to call the three-game series new dimension, and St. Louis
their last 28, including a 5-6
between the Philadelphia Phillics sweep, the race takes on a new
record on their just-concluded
and the St. Louis Cardinals a NL dimension. Winning two of three
West Coast trip to San Diego,
East showdown, but it is would keep St. Louis in the thick
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
important.
of things.
Their mid-June lead of 11 1/2
With TA months of the season
The overall numbers and the
games over the Cardinals melted
remaining, the division rivals are schedule favor the Phillies. If
to four.
facing a balanced schedule. Divi- they play .500 in their final 62
Since July 1, St. Louis is
sion rivals meet only 13 times games they would finish 93-69.
11-10, including three losses in
instead of the customary 18, St. Louis would have to play .562
which they blew substantial
which makes playing catch-up to catch Philadelphia, going
leads, one against Atlanta and
•much tougher. After this series, 36-28 in their last 64.
two in splitting a four-game
the Cards and Phils don't see
Philadelphia also has 18 games
series with the expansion Coloreach other until the last three remaining with two expansion
ado Rockies. With the Phillies
days of the season in St. Louis. teams and the New York Mets,. struggling, the Cards picked up
The Phillies lead the second- -with baseball's worst record. The
just one game.
place Cardinals by four games, Cardinals have 14 games remainThe Phillies have slumped on
and could gain a distinct advan- ing against those three teams.
both offense and defense, but
tage by sweeping the series or
Both teams are struggling as
manager Jim Fregosi is more
winning two of three. lithe Car- they come off road trips.
concerned with the gloves than
dinals sweep the race takes on a
The Phillies have lost 17 of
the bats. The Phils are 11th on • TURN TO PAGE 7
msu tile photo
Murray State's Beth Herzman, middle, won a gold medal while
. teammate Kate Kelemen, front, placed 11th at the Olympic
Festis al.

Herzman wins gold
at Olympic Festival
In women's three-position
Staff Report
rifle,. competition, Hcrzman
Murray Ledger & Times
placed sixth while former Racer
Senior rifler, Beth Herman Deena Wiggcr took second. Felstruck gold in San Antonio at low Murray State rifle team
the U.S. Olympic. Festival by member, Kate Kelemen, came
shooting the high score in in 11th in three-position and
eighth in prone competition.
women's standard rifle.
Herman will prepare for the
The competition was shot U.S. International. Shooting,
outdoors in the prone position. Championships to be held Aug.
Herman shot a . 585 out of a 13-23, in Chino, Calif. She
possiN' '600. "That score walked away with titles in
wasn't up to par, but everyone junior national smallborc and
shot pretty low because the national prone rifle competions
wind was so tough," Herman at last year's event.
:Aid. "I'm always very patient,
The Racer rulers begin their
hut 1 thought it would never die 1993-94 season _Sept. 25 in a
down out there."
home match against UT-Martin.

Pitchers Hurst, Harris
dealt in Padres fire sale

Murray teams
roll at Mayfield
olds, continued its roll by Winning its only game Monday evening. And, the tournament surprise
MAYFIELD — It's regroup thus far, the Murray 9-Year-Old
time for the Murray Gold, All-Stars- moved to 2-0 after a
according to its coach. It's celeb- 24-9 victory over Mayfield
ration time for the- Murray (9-year-olds) and its shutout'over
9-year-old All-Stars.
Murray Gold.
A bad day got worse for the •
. 10-year-old Murray Gold when,
Murray (9)- 7, Gold 0
.1n a surprise upset, the Murray
after losing to the Murray Blue
7-2, they suffered a 7-0 defeat at 9-year-olds struck early with
the hands of their younger home- three runs in the first inning, followed by two in the third and two
town peers.
Playing in the Mayfield All- in the fourth.
Pitchers Mark Chamberlain
Star Tournament, which • combines 9- and 10-year-old teams,- and Mario Lawrence combined
. Murray Gold went down 0-2 in efforts for a three-hit shutout.
the round-robin format. Murray Lawrence also tripled and singled
Blue, champions of the Murray
All-Star Tournament for 10-year- • TURN TO PAGE 7
Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times
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STEVE PARKER/Ledger I Tones photo

Murray Blue catcher Drew Henry drove in two runs in a 7-2 victory over Murray Gold Monday in Mayfield.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Bruno's homer lifts Brewers past Red Sox

By BERNIE WILSON
AP Spons Writer

By HANK KURZ Jr.

SAVDIEGO — The San Diego Padres' fire sale may have finally . burned itself out.
The trade of pitchers Bruce Hurst and Greg Harris to Colorado
on Monday left the team with„the lowest payroll in baseball and
only two real stars.
Padres general manager Randy Smith defended the two-for-three
deal, which' was the latest of a payroll-slashing campaign that
he an late last season.
riiith said Hurst. who's on the disabled list for the second time
El.:. season, didn't figure into the .team's plans for next season and
Ili it the Padres feared they would lose Harris without compensation
when he becomes eligible for free agency at the end of 1994.
San Diego received catcher Brad Ausmus, who will become the
111h rookie on the active" rosier: minor-league pitcher Doug Bochilcr. and another player, believed to be right-hander Andy Ashby, a
iornier Philadelphia pitcher sent last month to Class AAA Colorado
Springs.
hilt' acknowledging that the club has been swapping veterans
1,,T younger players, team president Dick Freeman refused to call it
.1 tire sale.
i he Padres have only two real stars remaining, outfielder and
bun -time batting champion Tony Gwynn, who makes $3.75 miland All-Star pitcher Andy Berm ($2.05 million).

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Detroit- 5, New _York- 2
Chicago 4, Cleveland 3
Milwaukee 3. Boston 2
(1) Kota City 12, Texas 3
(2) Kansas City 6. Texas 5
Oakland 11. California 4
Only games scheduled

AP Sports Writer

The reliever was hot, the hauer
was not and the game was on the
line.
The result, however, illustrates
why the game is played and not
decided on paper.
Tom Brunansky — batting
.178 — hit an 0-1 slider from Jeff winning streak at 10 games and
Russell — with eight consecutive dropped them a half-game behind
saves — over the wall in left _ idle Toronto in the AL East.
field Monday night, giving the
"That was a great comeback
Milwaukee Brewers a 3-2 victory for our club," Brunansky said.
over the Boston Red Sox.
"This is the type of thing we
The loss snapped Boston's
haven't had for a while."

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.
FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

4.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding

*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

CALL
753-7020

Graeme Lloyd (3-1) earned the
victory with two-thirds of an
inning's work behind rookie
Rafael Novoa, who matched
Roger Clemens pitch for pitch.

Braves visit to Colorado a mountain high
A trip to Colorado during the
summer is always a good idea,
particularly for the Atlanta
Braves.
In their latest visit to Mile
High Stadium, the Braves beat
the Rockies 12-7 with four home
runs Monday night.
The Braves, one of the
league's weakest hitting teams
until recently, scored 46 runs in
*** * * * * * **

—Replacement Windows

Also Available As I.R.A.

"It looked like he was looking
for an off-speed pitch. It was a
mistake by me. It's tough, but
now we have to bounce back."
Brunansky knows all about
bOuncing back. Signed as a free
agent by Milwaukee after almost
three seasons with the Red Sox,
he has struggled to approach the
15-homer, 74-RBI season he had
last year with Boston.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
By The Associated Press

EARN
6.00%

Indeed.
For the Brewers, last in the AL
East, it was only their 11th victory in 31 games. They trail the
Blue Jays by 14% games and
have little hope of challenging.
Russell, who succeeded in 28
of his 30 previous save situations,
offered no excuses for the tworun, two-out gopher ball, which
also scored B.J. Surhoff, who
reached on a bunt single leading
off.
"It was real stupid," Russell
(0-3) said. "I knew before the
pitch that he had a slider-speed
bat. It wasn't a quality pitch.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Los Angeles 15, San Francisco 1
Cincinnati 6, Houston 1
Chicago 9, San Diego 6 (11)
Atlanta 12, Colorado 7
Only games scheduled
four games during their previous
visit to Colorado, May _15-9, winning 13-3, 13-5, 8-7 and 12-7.
For those keeping count, that's

0

111111
Grand Classic Tires
As Low As $
59
95

WAREHOUSE TIRE
Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111
* * * * ** ****** * * * * * * * *
400

through seven innings before
reliever Jay Howell gave up a
grand slam to Charlie Hayes in
the eighth. Hayes also hit a solo
homer in the second, and his five
RBIs tied a club record.
In addition to Deion Sanders'
inside-the-park homer, Ron Gant,
Jeff Blauser and David Justice
homered for the Braves, who
scored 59 runs in their previous
six games before arriving in
Denver.

* * * * * * * * * *

ile
0
8
Treadwear Protection Warranty

FREE MOUNT
AND
C.OMP.,•F R RAL ANCf

58 runs (11.6) and 65 hits (13)
for Atlanta in five games at Denver. The Broncos averaged 16.4
points a game last season in the
NFL.
"It's a great hitter's park, and
we have been swinging the bats
good here," said Atlanta manager
Bobby Cox, whose team climbed
within eight games of San Francisco in the NL West.
Greg Maddux (11-8) held the
Rockies to a pair of solo homers

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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BASEBALL

Smith, Andersen settle contract disputes

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A decision was expected today on whether
charges would be filed against New Vork_p14ts outfielder Vince Coleman
for throwing a hrocracker in a Dodger Staftm parking lot Saturday. Throe
People, induding a 1-year-old girl, wore injured. apparently from the firecracker. They were treated at the scene and later hospitalized.
DETROIT (AP) — Financial problems forced Dominos Pizza owner Tom
Monaghan to sell the Detroit Tigers last year to prevent a takeover by the
American League. Crain's Detroit Business reported. Monaghan sold the
team in August 1992 to Mike flitch, owner of the Little Caesars Pizza chain
and the NHL's Detroit Red Wings, for about $85 million.
NEW YORK (AP) — Seattle's Ken Griffey Jr. and Cleveland's Carlos Baerga shared the American League playar of the week award, while St. Louis'
Todd Zed() was honored fin the NL. Grittily homered in six consecutive
games, Etaerga hit .581 with 10 RBIs and ZeiI• hit .357 with three home
runs.
NEW YORK (AP) — New York Mots third baseman Howard Johnson will
have surgery Wednesday to repair a fractured right thumb and will be
sidelined for at least six weeks. He was injured in Friday night's game
against Los Angeles.

By The Associated Press
Bruce Smith and Morten
Andersen have both ended costly
holdouts. Now it will cost their
respective teams plenty to have
them back.
Smith agreed to a four-year
deal with the Buffalo Bills on
Monday that will put him among
the NFL's highest paid players.
Mortensen did the same with the
New Orleans Saints and took a
giant step on the salary scale.
Smith, who incurred fines
totalling SI6Ohl by holding out
for the first tour days of training
camp, was seeking a deal corn,
parable to the SI7 million, fOuryear. deal that Reggie White
signed with Green Ba
'I think there skew some steps
taken. not only on our behalf, but
on the Bills' behalf as well,"
Smith said. "I vs a• t.r) pleased

GOLF
MALVERN, Pa. (AP) — Scott Hoch shot a 4-under-par 68 to take a onestroke lead over Mac O'Grady and Chris Perry in the 36-hole Tylenol Kids
Classic. Jeff Sluman and Willie Wood opened with 70s on the White Manor course.

AUTO RACING
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) — NASCAR driver Stanley Smith, showing signs
of ending his paralysis, remained in critical condition with a skull fracture
sustained during Sunday's DieHard 500. David Srnitherman, a spokesman
at Carraway Methodist Medical Center, said the 43-year-old driver is
regaining some movement on his right side.

about that."
The Bills were known to have
offered Smith abouCS3 million a
year. However, there was more
than just money involved for the
All-Pro defensive end.
"1 started here in 1985 and I
wanted to finish up here," Smith
said after coming to terms with
the Bills on a four-year deal.
"This will more than well fulfill
my dreams and goals for the Buffalo Bills."
-Smith's agent, Brig Owens,
was expected to come to the
Bills' camp today and finalize a
new deal for Smith, one of the
leaders of the team's three
straight Super Bowl appearances.
Meanwhile, Andersen agreed
to a contract with New Orleans
reportedly worth $4.2 million
over the next four years.
The kicker, who ended an
I1-day holdout, was expected to

OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Rachel Joseph, a 16-year-old high school junior
from Springfield. Ore., set her third record in the U.S. Olympic Festival to
finish the three-day swimming competition with five gold medals.
Joseph won the 200-meter individual medley in 2 minutes, 19.89 seconds,
breaking the mark of 2:19.91 set by Patty Gavin in 1982 and swam the
leadoff leg,on the victorious 400 medley relay team.

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
now • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
oar

1111 Three games...
Smith suffered a groin pull in
Sunday's win over Colorado and
is listed day-to-day.
Cards' manager Joe Torre told
a reporter in Denver Sunday that
he tries not to make a big deal
out of things that arc out of his
control. "You can 'say, .'God
we're beat up.' But everyone's
beat up. You play 162 games,
you're lucky when you don't get
hurt."
. Tommy Greene (12-3) starts
today's opener against Joe
Magrane (8-8); Terry Mulholland
(9-8) faces Bob Tewksbury
(10-7) Wednesday night and Curt
Schilling (9-6) is against Donovan Osborne (9-4), Thursday
afternoon.
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Murray (9) 24, Mayfield 9
Pitchers Mario Lawrence and
Mitchell Smith got plenty of support in the Murray 9-year-olds'
easy win Monday.
At the plate, Matt Kelleher,
Clay Lamb and Blake Warren all
Blue 7, Gold 2
singled and double. Lawrence
Drew Henry drove in twoxfns
picked up two singles and
with a single and double and
Jonathan Hedges doubled. Mark
Tony, Ryan was virtually unhittChamberlain, Smith and Josh
able in the Blue victory,
Seavers all singled.
Ryan, -Kwen Trice, Josh Gar• • • •
land, Jason Haley, Brady Harris,
Action at the Mayfield All-Star
Patrick Greer and Anthony CogTournament continues tonight
dell all singled.
with Murray Gold meeting KirkOn the mound, Ryan fanned' sey at 6 p.m.; Murray 9's taking
eight batters in just three innings
on Mayfield 10's at 8 p.m.; and
of work to close out the victory.
Murray Blue versus Kirkscy at 8
For the Gold, Brandon Wilp.m.
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Five Quality Ocesnhvot Hotels.

The best values on the beach are NOW ON SALE!
•FREE Recreation Program•Pools. sundecks, whirlpools•FREE Coupon Book
•Kids under 18 stay FREE with parent
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hams and Zach Lovett each
picked up two hits while Aaron
Cowan, Derek McCallum, Charles Scott and William Vince all
singled.

Mqrray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
Visa and Master Card

Monday's Gimes
Los Angell. 15 San irancisco 1
C)nonnat 6 Houston I
Chicago 9 San Diego 6 11 mange
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Roberts, the best blocker in the
Cowboys.' tight-end alignment,
missed last year's playoffs
because of knee surgery and
appeared fully recovered.

For your convenience

-65

59

The tight end fractured a foot
during a passing drill with the
Los Angeles Raiders and will be
lost to the Super Bowl champions
for at least eight weeks. He was
scheduled to undergo surgery
today at St. David's Hospital in
Austin, Texas.
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Cowboys
The Cowhoys find themselves
in a tight spot, with the loss of
Alfredo Roberts.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?

angston

Pomp. 0 ?? II Castornia

fines and - ready to walk out il
necessary. The veteran linebacker
is entering the final year of, a
contract that will pay him $1.2
million this season. He wants to
renogotiate and has been upset
over a possible move to outside
linebacker.

HAVF you RFNFwED

• • • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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FROM PAGE 6
and Mitchell Smith posted two
doubles.
For the Murray Gold, Brandon
Williams doubled while Aaron
Cowan and Zach Lovett singled.
Also for the Murray 9's,
Chamberlain had two singles,
Brian Asher tripled, Clay Lamb
and Matt Kelleher doubled and
Jonathan Hedges singled.

Buccaneers
Defensive lineman Rhea Hall
ended a brief holdout with Tampa
Bay, leaving the Buccaneers with
three unsigned players as training
camp formally got under way.
Terms of the agreement were
not released by the team, which
also signed free agent running
back Butch Hadnot. 'to make
room for Hall and Hadnot, the
Bucs waived defensive -back Garry Lewis and punter Scot
McAlister.
Giants
Pepper Johnson came to camp
a week late, S28,0(X) poorer in

753-8355

King

MAJOR LEAGUES

sign .after arriving at training _
camp tonight, team spokesman
Neal Gulkis said.
The Saints did not disclose
terms of the contract, hut a New
Orleans television station quoted
the NFL players' union as saying
Andersen would receive an
5800,(XX) signing bonus and SI
million this year, then S800,((X)
in 1994, 1995 and 1996_

than one company agerify."

90P Sycamore
Ihkvirl

FROM PAGE 6
Daulton — were 1-for-12 in a 5-4
loss to San Francisco Sunday,
striking out five times. Daulton,
who has 70 RBI, didn't drive in a
run in the four-game Giants
series. Pete Incaviglia is 1-for-34;
Mickey Morandini 3-for-28.
Lenny Dykstra, who in the last
two months has raised his average -from .the .220s to .300; said
the club is aware that it hasn't
played good baseball lately.
"But I think we're really going
to play well at home," he noted.•
The Cardinals may be missing
set-up man Mike Perez and closer
Lee Smith against the Phillies.
Perez has a right shoulder injury.
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Clinton agrees to have summit
about problems in rural areas 4.
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FLAG PRESENTED — Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 Woodmen of
the World presented a United States flag to Murray State University. Accepting the flag is Joe Green, left, director security at
%IA'. Linda Fain, member, right, made the presentation.

Annual tree decorating
project in need of sponsor
A sponsor is needed for the
children's Christmas Tree located in
the Murray Calloway County Park.
Decorating the tree is an annuai
project that will be available for
sponsorship to local civic clubs and
organizations.
The trcc was dedicated at a tree
lighting ceremony this past December with Girl Scouts, their leaders,
students, parents and friends
participating.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords gave the invocation. Steve Littlefield led the
singing of Christmas Carols, Mayor
Cherry told the audience the tree
was given to the children of the
community by the Murray Tree
Board as a result of a grant the city
received through the Forestry Tree
Planting Program, and Gerry Reed
read the story of the First Christmas
Tree.

'YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE

-

$99

Wide Band
Ladies
7 Diamond Cluster
Diamond wur Clusters
Diamonds widi
Emeralds
Rubies or
Sapphires

Appreciation was expressed to
Mayor Cherry, the Tree Board, Dr.
Jeffords, Steve Littlefield, Don
Elias, Charles McKinney, Gail
Parker, members of CIV's, Hoffman's Nursery, Murray Ledger and
1 mu's. Radio Stations WKMS, &
SJ P.
A special "Thanks" was given to
students of MCCH, Murray Middle
School, Girl Scouts and their leaders. They did a beautiful job using
recycling materials to make the
ornaments for the tree.
Many. comments were received
that this project is one they look
forward to as becoming a regular
part of our Christmas Celebration.
To volunteer for sponsorship or
to seek more information please call
436-5479.
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Farm
belt lawmakers have convinced
President Clinton to convene a
summit on "the critical issues"
facing people who live in rural
communities.
"The problems of rural America can no longer be ignored and
deserve sustained attention,"
President Clinton wrote Rep.
Dick Durbin, D-Springfield. and
Sen. Byron Dorgan, D-N.D.. who
sought the summit.
Those problems "go well beyond agriculture," said Clinton's
letter, which the lawmakers
released Monday. "Rural manufacturing is also under great pressure, and national policy in areas
such as health care reform, communications and transportation
has only added to the pressure."
The White House directed
Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy
to organize the meeting.
The lawmakers, joined by 26
House members and 16 senators,
asked Clinton in June to bring
together farm belt legislators, farmers and farm groups and develop a plan to "restore economic
health" to farm states. Other Illinois lawmakers asking for the
summit were Democratic Sens.
Paul Simon and Carol MoseleyBraun, and Rep. George Sangmcister, D-Mokcna.
President Bush rejected a similar request last year, lawmakers
said.
"I think as governor of Arkansas. the prcsidcot has an apnrcci-

ation for and is more sensitive to
the needs of rural America," said
Rep. Jerry Costello, D-Belleville,
who signed the 'letter to Clinton.
Castello, whose southwestern
Illinois district is 35 percent rural, said small towns often lack
doctors and medical services,
direct routes to cities and a
trained work force attractive to
prospective employers.
Low commodity prices also
contribute to rural problems, Durbin said. Between 1982 and 1987,
he said, the number of farms in
Illinois dropped by 10 percent
while the value of Illinois farms
fell by one-quarter.
"Too many family farms and
small businesses are struggling
and too many people are leaving
rural America in search of
work," Durbin said.
Fewer than one in 50 Americans live on the farm, according
to the Census Bureau and the
Agriculture Department. The
1990 count was 4.6 million, half
of whom lived in the Midwest,
and that total was down from 6.1 .
million a decade earlier. Only 45
percent of farm dwellers derived
their principal income from
Farming.
In 1900, four out 01 10 Americans lived on a farm. By 1960,
that number had shrunk to fewer
than one in 10.
"President Clinton's decision
holds real hope for rural America," Dorgan said. "Many of our
rural areas are in deep trouble."

WELCOMF
SPECIAL OLYMPICS

SUPPORTS EVENT — Murray Moose Lodge 4011 and Women of
the Moose 1465 gather annually to support the Special Olympics
at Murray State University. Pictured, from left, front row, Henrietta Foy, Metropolis Moose, Joan Cooksey, Nancy Manning.
Manly Hanel', Dottie Sager, senior regent, Virginia Kirk, Paul
Butterworth, second row, Dave Wenderoth, Billy Barzell, Charlie
Hargrove, Doug Fain, Dan Jones, Greg Lawson, back row, Greg
Hargrove, Lyle Underwood, governor. Tony Volpintesta, Charles
Story and Lennis Beane. Special Olympics is one of the many community services Moose Lodge participates in yearly.

Four teens charged in failed
attempts to kill'Grandma'
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
A 13-year-old and three of her
friends tried to poison the girl's
kindly great-grandmother, and
when that failed, they twice used
an ammonia=soaked rag to try to
smother the woman, police say.
Cora Lee Orion, a -71-year-old
known to the youngsters as
"Grandma," survived the attack
Sunday and was in stable condition with a gash on her face.
The four teen-agers, whose
names were not released, were
charged Monday with conspiracy
and attempted murder.
"Instead of feeling bad ... they
wanted to know if they could
smoke cigarettes," Detective
Lynne Benck said.
For days, the three girls and a
boy had plotted ways of killing
Orton to get her car, house and
money, Benck said. "They at
said they liked her, that she was
nice to them and she always did
things for them," the detective
said.
The other girls are 15 and 16:
the boy is 15. The greatgranddaughter and the 15-year-

Blind sailor
begins solo
Atlantic trip
BALTIMORE (AP) — A sailor
equipped with a talking compass
and Braille maps set out Monday
to become the first blind person
to sail solo across the Atlantic.
Hank Dekker, 58, waved to
100 well-wishers as his 30-foot
sailboat NFB was towed out of
the city's Inner Harbor. He will
be towed to Cape May, N.J:, and
set sail on his 3,200-mile trek
Wednesday or Thursday.
He hopes to arrive in Plymouth, England, in 18 to 28 days
and is to be greeted there by representatives of his sponsor — the
Baltimore-based National Federation of the Blind. His ship is
named after the organization.
Dekker is blind in his right
eye, has pinhole recognition of
light and darkness out of the corner of his left eye, is deaf in his
left ear and uses a hearing aid in
his right. The boat contains radar,
charts and other equipment especially designed for the blind.
He said he is making the journey to show the world the blind
can accomplish the same things
the sighted can.
"But first and foremost this
voyage is for me, you have to
take Care of .yourself," Dekker
said. "For me, it's the challenge
of doing things. I want to be the
best sailor I can be.''
Dekker, of San Francisco, is a
former car salesman who took up
sailing after he lost his sight to
glaucoma 16 years ago. In 1983,
he became the first blind person
to sail from San Francisco to
Hawaii, surviving Hurricane Henrietta in his 24-foot boat. He won
third place three years later in a
solo trans-Pacific race involving
two dozen other sighted
participants.

YOUR CHOICE

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

STUDENTS ON TOUR — Students and adults from Calloway
County recently toured Europe. They enjoyed 15 days of travel
through Italy, Switzerland, France and England. Pictured, from
left near London's Tower Bridge are Russ Cleaver, Jon Futrell,
Jean Hill and Slinda McCuiston, back row, Margaret Dunn, Daytha Outland, Linda DeVoss, Margaret Richter, Tom Richter,
Bethany Call, Justin Manna, Rachel Hendon, Milton Stokes, Trey
Miller, Helen McCuiston, Ashley Cleaver, Shannon McCuiston
and Kathy Cleaver. The tour was direcdted by Margaret Richter
and Linda DeVoss.

Roads flooded, trees
downed in cloudbursts
The National Weather Service
said as much as 5 inches of rain
had been reported in Illinois, just
across the Ohio River from
Union County, hut Kentucky
authorities reported no such rainfall amounts.
A flash flood warning for Dayless, Henderson and Ohio counties was canceled at 8:30 p.m.
CDT.
Meanwhile, Jackson in eastern
Kentucky reported 2 inches of
rain from heavy showers, while
Louisville reported an inch in
trees.
- less than one hour Monday
In Utica, a small town near afternoon.
Owensboro, 3.4 inches of rain
About 6,500 homes were withfell within two hours, according. out power temporarily after the
to a dispatcher at the Dav4icss storm in Louisville and rush hour
County Sheriff's Department. travelers were greeted by about
Lightning started minor fires at 60 malfunctioning traffic lights.
two rural houses but caused no
Firefighters responded to
serious injuries.
numerous fires started by lightSimilar downpours were
reported near Uniontown and ning. The Jeffersontown Fire
Morganficld in Union County, Department was called out to
and in some parts of Henderson, three fires within minutes after
the storm started.
McLean and Ohio counties.

By The Associated Press
Rains that exceeded three
inches in less than two hours in
some places swamped rural roads
while lightning ignited house
fires and caused power disruptions as summer storms rolled
across Kentucky.
A small but intense pocket of
thunderstorms rolled across
Union, Henderson, Davicss and
Ohio counties in western Kentocky late Monday afternoon,
releasing blinding showers, lightning and winds that snapped

U.N. commanders warn Serbs:
next time, U.N. will fire back
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Fighting
subsided around Sarajevo today,
raising hopes that the warring
sides might give negotiators in
Geneva at least a brief chance to
settle the 16-month-old war.
Cmdr. Barry Frewer, a spokesman for U.N. peacekeepers, said
shelling had eased considerably
since the weekend. Only sporadic
shelling and small-arms fire was
heard on the outskirts of the city
this morning.
"Hopefully this is a sign the
sides are trying to establish some
stability and calm during the
talks," Frewer said.
Leaders of the warring factions
were gathering in Geneva to discuss Serb-Croat proposals to
divide Bosnia-Herzegovina into
three ethnic states.
The Muslim-led governmew
opposes the plan, fearing
Muslims will be locked into
small pockets surrounded by
Croat and Serb territory that will
unite with neighboring Serbia and

Roodmen (Weis
WC t iifief,1 0/ life
insiirditte• plan'. %hi( 17
pro% ii14- fle
insiirdm e pit 't'( tion
and Id % itelerreil
interest tedtores To
find the plan thdt
meets .% out needs
«mid( t

759-9701
will be parked every •
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Croatia.
But Serb and Croat leaders —
whose troops control most of
Bosnia — have threatened to
continue battering government
forces unless the government
capitulates at th,e negotiating
table.
The deteriorating situation
forced Bosnia's Muslim president, Alija lzetbegovic, to go to
Geneva, despite his vows not to
negotiate as long as fighting
continued.
Between 140,(XX) and 200,0(10
people are estimated dead or
missing in the war, which started
when Bosnian Serbs rebelled
against Bosnia's secession from
Serb-dominated Yugoslavia.
Despite the relative quiet in
Sarajevo, Frewer reported widespread but generally low-level
fighting Monday elsewhere.
Ardund, the northern city of
Brcko, Sprb forces have been
shelling Muslim-held areas in an
effort to widen a corridor linking
Serb territory in the east and
west. U.N. officials say about
1,000 Muslim refugees, mostly
women and children, were in
flight.
A cease-fire called for Sunday
barred any further military offensives, but has been widely
violated.
Only hours after the agreement
was to take affect, Serbs bombarded a U.N. base in Sarajevo
with tank and mortar fire, damaging 10 vehicles but injuring no
one.

Judge criticized for signing
death order with happy face
HOUSTON (AP) — A lawyer
for a death row inmate complained after a judge signed the
man's execution order with a
little "happy face" flourish.
"My client was shocked by
it," said the civil rights lawyer
William KunstIcr said Monday.
"I've never seen anything like
that before. Doesn't it seem terribly inappropriate?"
District Judge Charles J. Hearn
added the symbol to an order setting an Oct. 15 execution date for
Robert Nelson Drew. The judge
said it was "not intended to take
away from the seriousness of
anything."
"It's just become part of my
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old girl lived with Orton. a nurse.
The 16-year-old had stayed with
them for several nights. The boy
is a boyfriend of one of the girls,
Benck said.
Police' gave this account of the
attack:
The youths crushed pills Orton
takes for a heart condition and
put them into a milk jug. Thinking the mixture wasn't strong
enough to kill the woman, they
injected another medication into
the milk with a syringe.
But one girl dropped the syringe into the milk when they
thought they' heard Orton walking -toward the kitchen,
Later, while Orton was in the
bathroom, the teens poured
ammonia into her glass of water
and put a head lice remover into
her glass of 'Kool-Aid.
But th woman dumped both
glasses . because the drinks
smelled funny.
The youngters then tried twice
to smother Orton with an
ammonia-soaked rag. Orton and
one of the girls fought. The
woman escaped and called police.

Come in and
check our
other specials!

SURGEON GENEPAL'S WARNING:00*w Smiting
Now Grime/ %duos* airbus Male w Yam Hoak

MART

811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

signature," he said. "My driver's
license is signed that way."
Drew was sentenced to die for
stabbing to death a 17-year-old
hitchhiker.
The happy face flourish caused
a stir last year when Hcarn 'used
it on the bottom of a letter to
other judges announcing a peer's
death.
The 62-year-old retired from
the bench in 1992. But judges arc
occasionally called out of retirement to hear cases. Before his
retirement, the judge could sometimes be seen praying with defendants before they were led away
to prison.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

1

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461
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Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will tw
responsible for only one moonset =croon. Any error should be reported
immediately so correction, can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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060

753-1916

N11, lit II \\Ills,Computers
120
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150 .... ..... . Articles For Sale
155 .
. -._ .
...Appliances
160
Homo Furnishings
165
.Antiques
170 .......... .... Vacuum Cleaners
180 ........... .... Sewing Machines
195 6 .
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
........
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
,060 .
....
...T V & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

159

Laval
Notice

The Calloway County Health Center is accepting bids for two new 1993 midsize cars
with a trade-in ofa 1987 Chevrolet Celebrity.
Specifications are: 4 chsirs, cloth split bench
seat, electric rear window defogger, center
arm rest, 3.1 liter engine or equivalent, 6
cylinder, automatic transmission with overdrive, all season steel belted radial white
wall tires, AM/FM radio with digital clock &
cassette, air conditioning, cruise conrol, tilt
steenng,front & rear floor mats, power steering, tinted glass, side view mirrors left &
right, intermittent windshield wipers, heavy
duty battery, front wheel drive, power door
locks & solid paint. Sealed bids must be
received by noon August 6 1993. The Health
Center reserves the right to reject any & all
bids or to waive any *informalities in the
bidding. The Celebrity can be viewed between 8:00 am and 4:30-pm, Mon. thru Fn.
Submit bids to

State University. serving
primarily rural portions of
five states (TN KY. IL, IN,

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience tree sup
plies, free information no
obligation Send SASE to
Hi Lo, PO Box 3648 BB,
San Angelo, Texas 76902

Owen Food Market

I

1407 Main St.
EASY work' Excellent Pay'
Assemble products at
home, call toil tree
1 800-467 5566 ext 8047
HARDEE'S needs part
time biscuit-makers. cooks
& cashiers for all shifts 24
hour store Benefits avail
able Apply at US 641 &
Chestnut Murray KY
42071

MO) Staff includes six fulltime professionals, parttime professionals, stu
MAJOR TELEPHONE CO
dents, and volunteers
now hiring technicians in
Send resume references. stallers count service
reps
writing samples and auchoperators No experience
bon tape to Morning Edi
necessary' For information
bon Search, WKMS 2018 1219 736 4715,
Ext
UNIV STA. Murray, KY F1482 8am 8pm 7 days
42071 3301 by August 30
Calloway County Health Center
NEEDED Church Organist
Salary $16.000 $18,000
701 Olive Street
For audition appointment
Murray State does not dis
P.O. Box 1115
criminate on the basis of and information call May
race, color, national origin, held First United Methodist
Murray Kentucky 42071
Church 247 5678 sex. religion, marital status
Jim Erwin
age or disability in employ
QUALIFIED 0TH drivers
Administrator
ment or the provision of
needed Minimum 24 years
Calloway County Health Center
services, educational prog of
age 3 years experience
rams and activities, and
Home weekends Call
provides, upon request.
901 642 5500
reasonable accommoda020
tion including auxiliary aids RESTAURANT Manage
and services necessary to ment We are a growing
Notice
afford individuals with. disa
multi unit restaurant com
biddies an equal opportunity pany with positions avail
MRS. THERESA, Reader to participate in all prog
able for managers with 3 to
1993 MEDICARE
& Advisor. A true born rams and activities For in
4 years experience We
INFORMATION
Psychic, gifted from God formation regarding non
can offer unlimited ad
554-7904 call for discrimination policies con- vancement potential for the
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
appointment
tact the Office of Equal right individuals Send re
standanzed us 10
Opportunity, (502) sume with references & sal
plans and we wnte
762-3155
ary history to Andrew Jor
• all 10.
dan, 303 Sheila Dr. Hopi.
AVON
sales
Be
happy
lhe part A deductible
Earn $8 $10hr Part time, insville KY 42240
you, or your
no
inventory investment WANTED barmaids wait
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
insurance,
759-4050 A United Way Free samples. product, kit, resses & dancers $500
must pay has been
training 1-800 690-AVON
plus weekly Doll House
Agency
increased to $676 in
Paris
Cafe
Tn
1993.
BABYSITTER
needed
3
WIDOWER Would like to
642-4297
7pm 2am
901
For more information
meet attractive white days a week MWF.
call:
Christian female, single or 9am-6pm References re
McCONNELL
divorced, 25-50yrs old PO quired 753 1736
INSURANCE
Box 1705, Paducah, Ky BODY shop helper Donnie
AGENCY
42002
Hudson Body Shop, Almo
753-4199
G.FNE.•, ra$,Y SER
Apply in person 753 6475
or nationwide 1-800days, 753-9918 nights
455-4199
"Controller" Murray,
:extr 31st year of sent,:e
KY Division of ForDEPENDABLE waitress &
tune 200 Dairy has a
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- ANNOUNCER/Producer kitchen help Call for ap
hands-on opportunity
nuine hand tossed pizza, (news) Primary responsi pomtment 436-5496
for a Division Confresh salads sandwiches, bility - Host local breaks of DO you need a GED/ Do
gyros Open all year at NPR's Morning Edition, you need hope for the futroller with the follow5pm Closed Mon and host live on-air interview ture and help to get a solid
ing minimum qualifiTues
474-8119, segment. Secondary re- career/ We have 22 JOB
cations:2 years man1 800-649 3804
sponsibility. Produce news/ openings for people 16 thru
agement experience.
5 years accounting
EXCITING' Feel Great' public affairs features and 21 that are not full time high
experience (emphaLose weight' Call me-find public service announce- school students Call
out how' 437-4467 or ments, supervise public 753-9378 Fare days a week
sis on "Cost"). BS in
service announcement ro- between 8 00am-3 00pm
753-7262
Accounting; Lotus.
tation, team fundraise on- We are an EOE This proDairy
background
ROGER Hudson Hauling. air. Additional responsibili- ject is funded by the Westpreferred: food manHudson Horse and Clo- ties: Participate in station ern Kentucky Private Inufacturing required.
thing Supply. 753-4545.
promotional activities, dustry Council JTPA
Resumes (including
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
salary history) to'
America's Second Car
experienced & inexperRyan Milk. PO Box
ienced FREE TRAINING
1 175, Murray, KY
for inexperienced drivers if
42071, Attn: Carolyn
you qualify Call today for
Greenfield. No Calls
furure
your
EOE/AAP
1-800-877-8180
Locations Coast to Coast

,thilti Duckling
La 1 ia333311

070
Domes1k
& Childcare
CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ex
perenced references Cau
Linda 759 9553
WILL do house cleaning
Call Jean 474 2131 nights
WILL do home health per
sonal care Nights•on'y
Call after fipm or • leave
message 753 4590
090
Position
Wanted
CARPENTER S helper
.
have truck tools & experi
once 474 8855
SEWING- jobs wanted in
ducting format wear
753 1061
WANTED all types of sew
ing jobs Weddings pa
gents & hemming Also
beaded handwork
489 2480 or. 354 9512
leave message

Business
Opportunity
IMPOSSIBLE That is wha
people say when we tel
them our distributors open
their doors at5 30pm close
at 9pm and net over
$50 000 per year They
stop saying it when we
show them proof It you
call
want proof
1 800 264 7958 or
1 800 489 9268 Mon Fri
9am to 4pm
MULTI MILLION DOLLAR
Company needs indepen
dent distriburdrs",in this
area Be your bSsh boss
Set your own. ogy scale
502 345 2507

IBM c.ompatibie CciA cob°
monitor. $50 C PIOM Do
Matrix printer M 1550 wide
carriage. $100 753 3293
IBM PS II personal computer IBM XL 24 printer
753 0761
PC service & training at
your location Reasonable
rates No service call
charge in Murray Mayfield
area Color printers from
$229 97 Call Hawkins Research today for appointment Calloway Co
753 7001 Graves Co
247 9257

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 SO. 12th
Murray, KY 42071
I nwest Rates in Town!

600 TO 800 new or used
tobacco sticks 753 8428
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south W Sq. Hole Rood, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 matt

Terry
Tatlock

OPE '4 TO 110

q7,

14O011701 7

P0 Box 1033

753-0466

n17C,AriqATI00
Murray

Licensed
Agent
t S-1
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

APPLIANCE
PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
V-kOtP°'M
kict)01,
.410
.
go°
\
sears
GE

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

JUNK air conditioners will
pock up 436 2904
STANDING timber top del
tar paid 753 9808
We'll Buy your
ordinary family
photos.
National firm Call
1-800-238-1383, Ext.
187-4. Mon.-Pri. 8:30
m.-5 jiTm CDT

NIP‘t\

25e per word $5.00 minimum 1.t
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day $1.75
extra for shopper Tue. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $2 00 extra for blind box ad.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline

Mobile Homes For Rent

ASHLEY wood heater with
!slower excellent condition
$150 firm 437 4320
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
•ock rip rap 759 1828
COREOPSIS plants, pen
-tat $1 ea 753 2171
...UST Arrived' New ship
men! of 16- & 16 5- Blom
Jfit truck tires All tread
patterns $65,ea plus tax
Mounted. balanced & put
on Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111
JUST arrived' Shipment of
X132000 General W L 1st
line tires at a low low price
175 70 13 $45 Ware
house Tire 400 Industrial
Road
Murray
Ky
753 1111 KENMORE washer &
dryer 753 7236 _
METAL for farm & commercial buildings Galvanized.
Galvalume and painted in
et and 02 grade Choice of
10 colors Call 489 2722 or
489-2724 for prices
SERRO sportsman cam
per $700 Quick freeze up
right freezer, $100
436 2497
TOP loading antique ice
box $350 Large dog
house $20 Jenny Linn
baby bed $100 Rattan pa
ho furniture, $200
753 4433
TOPPER for small pickup
fits Ch.wy S10 436 2587
WOOD burning stove in
sort good condition
753 4471
Home
Furnishings
EARLY 1900s Queen
Anne antique sofa & marble
tdp coffee table 7536233

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

1958 FORD Model600 with
new bushhog 1963 Ford
601 with new bushhog
Both in excellent condition
753 0509 or 759 9898
SQUARE bale hay, 2 farm
wagons 1 3pt seed sower,
farm jeep 4 wheel drive, 1
set of cattle rack for full size
pickup Call 436 5648

Sports
Equipment
MARCY weight machine
$1000 753 7976
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk 753 9600
WURLITZER Spinet piano
$550 489 2218

1990 FLEETWOOD 14x72
2br. 2 bath extra nice
753 8428

OUR double wide set up
includes concrete runners
gutters downspouts plas
tic ground cover, double
1991 14x70 2BR, 2 bath
blocked, tied down and
one is a luxury bath Must
central Wall Quality homes
sell 382 2325
dependable service & at
1991 16x70 2BR 2 bath fordable prices Dinkins
extra nice Sell for pay off Mobile Homes Inc Hwy
79 E
Pairs
TN
759 9350
1 800 642 4891
1991 EXTRA nice 16x72
2br, 2 bath central ha on SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
1 3 acres on north side of electric or gas Walking dis
town 753 1014
lance to college 753 5209
1993 CLOSE OUTS Largo
selection of single section
homes at discounted
prices' All of our homes are
quality built and energy etti
cient Dinkins Mobile NEW condition 7 , ton
Homes, Inc Hwy 79E Trane heat & air unit Will
Pairs TN 1 800 642 4891 accept bids 753 1300 at
CUMMINGS Meter Poles ter 7pm 489 2116
Specializing in mobile WINDOW ac repair Free
home electric services 200 estimates 436 29134
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
MOBILE Homes 10x5012's 50
492 8714.
753 7833
4 CAR garage 753 4509
2BR appliances & water
furnished Available now
Riviera Courts Coleman
RE 753 9898

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

Mobile
Homes For Sae
12x45 NEW paint carpet
underpinning, good condi
bon $3495 753 0021
14x52 FLEETWOOD 2br
plus appliances gas heat
ca Asking $8500 Call
753 4827 after 5pm
1983 14x70 RIVER Oaks,
2br. 2 bath, large kitchen &
living room, central hia,
stove, refrigerator, dm
hwasher Take over pay
759-4808
ments
8pm lOpm

108 bed facility is seeking a self motivated R N
for the position of Assistant Director of Nursing This
position is of unique challenge & responsibility who
will assist with supervising the Nursing Staff while
insuring our nursing objectives & standards are met
The qualified candidate will have experience in
long term care, excellent communication skills. &
leadership abilities Salary negotiable with weave
once Excellent benefit package
If interested in putting your skills & ideas to work in
the field of geriatrics send resume to

Rose F. Moss, Administrator

MEDCO CENTER OF PADUCAH
867 McGuire Ave.
Paducah, KY 42001
A UnicareHealth Facility
EOE

1983 SCHULTZ 14x70,
fully equipped, 2 bath fireplace, small building &
porch included 759 4699
1988 16x80 MOBILE
home 2br. 2 bath, central
hfa Sell for pay off
759 4065

RN
Full time position available. 11 p.m. to 7 a.rr
,.hift RN nurse with supervisory skills. Exce

srit benefits and competitive salary.
Apply at Westview Nursing Home, 1401
'-cuth 16th Street, Murray, Kentucky

Amana

oacpct'''

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

1917 BRUNSWICK Poo
table needs restoring Ask
mg $500 Call Break Time
Billiards 759 9303
JOHN Deere riding mower
8hp 30 cut excellent con
dition, $850 obo Call
759-9311 after 6pm

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping C.enter
753 4509 or 7535612

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR I
OF NURSING

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background

Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience in advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertic7r)
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, excellent Lorri
pony benefits. EOE. Send resume to
Murray Ledger & Times,Box 1040A, Murray.
KY 42071

For Details Contact:

Barbara Clapp, RN
Director of Nursing
Equal Opportunity
Employer

RN's / LPN's
Part Time

\Vcst\ css

(502) 753-1304

C HENRY COUNTY
C MEDICAL CENTER
Home Health Service
has a position open for a:
FULL-TIME RN
Excellent benefits package. For further
information,contact'Debbie Sanders, RN,
Director, at 901/642-7600. EOE,

Needed Immediately
*RN, temporary full-time in Acuit
Care, flexible hours.
*RN, temporary full-time in the ICU,6
p.m.-6 a.m. shift.
Current active license or work permit
required. Salary commensurate with
experience and credentials.

Positions available for RN LPN. part time
for 3-11 and 11-7 shifts Excellent benefits,
competitive salary.
Apply at Westview Nursing Home, 1401
South 16th Street, Murray, Kentucky

For Details Contact:
Barbara Clapp, RN
Director of Nursing
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Contact Personnel
Marshall County
Hospital
503 George McClain Dr.
Benton, KY 42025
502-527-4800

\

(502) 753-1304

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View Nursing Home is a superior
rated, 174 bed nursing facility/medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The nursing assistant
is responsible for quality resident care. The
successful applicant must have a high school
diploma or GED with previous experience
and/or training preferred.
West View otters a competitive salary and
benefits, including health and life insurance
and paid vacation and holidays. Full and parttime positions are available. Please apply in
person.
For Details Contect:

h°-use
appan
WeStog
maytala

McConnell Ins. Agency

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

Reader Ads:

Mobil*

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

15 00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount 2z-id Ran.
6011 Discount 3rd Ran
All 3 Ads Man Run Within 6 Day Period
$1 75 per solemn inch extra !or 'Needs, :shop
Guide
s

Homes For Sale

AERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981

Experienced meat cutter and meat wrapper
needed Apply in per
son

Classified Ad ligtes
Display Ads

270

Articles
For Sal.
other duties as assigned
Requirements Bachelor's
degree,experience in news
reporting feature produc
bon, preferably public radio,excellent audio produc
Don skills, on air delivery
style consistent with NPR.
superior live on air inter
viewing techniques, and
ability to work with fundraising team WKMS—FM is
the 100.000 watt NPR affiliate licensed to Murray

PAGE 9

Master Card

TO PLACE AN All CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Fnday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
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FARM house in country
2br Must have good heat
source No more than
$300 Have pets and infant
Cal 762 3185

1, 2.3.IBR apts_ furnished.
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm
1 BR furnished apt utilities
included No pets Near
downtown Available Aug
1 Lease & deposit required 436-2755

CREEKVIEW Sea storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 for more
information

SQUARE bale Fescue hay
$1 25 a bale Call after 5pm
759-9060
310
Pets
& Supplies

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

AKC Collie pupa
type 753 8974

2BR apt. large rooms. very
iiear MSU for up to 4 students, washer, dryer.
stove, refrigerator furnished
Coleman RE
753 9898

BEAGLE puppies Call
John 8am 9pm 753 5315

28R apt near campus No
pets 753 5980
2BR brick duplex, new carpet. appliances furnished,
shade No pets $310/mo
Call 753 6931
2BR duplex. central Ft/a.
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR duplex. $325/mo
759 4406
3BR unfurnished kitchen
equipped wA hookup
Close to campus No pets
$285mo, $200 deposit
753 7276
MALE MSU student needs
roommate for extra nice
new 2br, 2 bath mobile
home washer dryer, fully
furnished, non-smoker,
$175imo 753 2423
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR campus for three
college students, $150
each per month Call
753 9564, 8am to 4pm
NEW. large 3br duplex in
quiet wooded area Available August, $650/mo No
pets lyr lease 753-4573
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING 'applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilidale Apts
Ky or call
Hardin
502 437 4113

Lassie

BEAUTIFUL purebred long
hair German Shepherd
puppies Parents imported
$50-$100 Must see'
753-9270
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915
PUREBRED Rottweiler
male, 5yrs old, beautiful
masculine looking, fine
stud dog, smart, kind dis
position, good watch dog
Call between 4 8pm only
753-5768

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds, All Sizes
Southside Shopping Ctr.

7394768

BLUE Lake beans, peppers, sweet corn now'
Purple hull peas & tomatoes soon 753 8848 before
8 30pm
FRESH dug Irish Potatoes
30 cents a pound Call after
5pm 759-9060

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield
No• Picking Red Haven
Peaches, Apples

623-8312
WE'RE back again with our
great varieties of SWEET
CORN 121 North, GravesCalloway County Line Rd
PS Tomatoes, too

YELLOW peaches Early
Macintosh 8 Red Duchess
apples Ozark Premier &
Red Heart plums
NEAR MSU kitchen, Irving
753-4725 or 753 9468
room privileges utilities
McKenzie's Orchard
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

rin

340
Houses
For Rent

Real
Estate

KOPPERUD Realty has
1004 MAIN Large house buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
2br appliances carpeting
thinking of selling
central ha. $360/mo. $300 you are
contact one of our courteNo pets
deposit
ous and professional
759-1265
agents at 753-1222 or stop
2BR I bath 1 mile north- by office at 711 Main St
west of Hazel $175mo
RE-MAX Properties Ltd
plus deposit References
Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bob
No pets 492 8494
Center
Bel -Air
LARGE 4 or 5br house 502 753 -SOLD
$400 mo plus deposit 1 800-369-5780
474 8222
ROBERTS Realty CalloNICE brick country home way County's oldest and
near New Concord 3br. 1 most reliable real estate
bath central ha ap agency For all your real
pliances hardwood floors estate needs call them today at 753-1651 1 Sycacarpet large deck
more and 12th St
436 2955

BUILDING lots in subdivision ivith limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded, Southwest School
District. natural gas city
water cablevision 3 3
miles from city limits Fr
nanong available Lots as
low as $4500 753 5841 or
753-1566

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 Su60BURY ; MURRAv IBW•od Bunny Broad)
753 SOW

UP to 225 acres at Coldwa
ter 753 1300 after 7pm
489-2116

Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 1958
MODEL AVAILABLE
(502)582-1800
(502)584-3287
Basement and Garage Optional

1986 CHEVROLET Beau
vi le van C-30. 1 ton, excelcondition
lent
901-642 8119
1990 ASTRO, white,
38.XXX miles new tires,
$9000 753-7975

3-4BR. 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood. near
city schools, great room
with fireplace. large family
style kitchen, newly decor
ated, all appliances included, neatly landscaped,
freshly painted exterior. 2
car garage, $87900 Call
for Lapointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr
3BR 2 bath brick. 1380sq
ft 3yrs old $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753-3293
BARKLEY Lake, Canton
area New country style
vinyl siding home on 3
acres with wrap around
front porch 3 or 4br, 2 bath,
tile & carpeted floors, super
insulated & priced to set at
$65,500 Twin Lakes Real
Estate 753-0563
BEAUTIFUL brick ranch,
lust the right size for your
bath nice
family 3br,
wooded lot Only minutes
east of Murray Priced
$65,900 MLS14997 Contact Kopperud Real Estate
753-1222
GATESBOROUGH brick
ranch style home, 2118sq tt
under roof, 3br, 2 bath. 2
car garage, low utilities,
screened in porch, fenced
backyard, large corner lot,
$85.000 753 7905
IMMEDIATE possession
3br. 2 bath with fenced yard
in southwest area
753-7236
NEARING Completion
3br. 2 bath home with double garage, cathedral ceilings, ceiling fans, curved
windows, bay window in
dining, brick patio and
more Appox 2000sq ft
under roof 2102 Carol
Drive (Preston Heights

1989 FORD Ranger XLT
lwb loaded 33 XXX miles
753-7724, 753-5303
1990 EXT ca... Mazda,4 cyl,
5sp air, 64 XXX miles &
some damage $3950
753-7975

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4pm
DRYWALL finishing repairs,additions and blow
mg ceilings 753 4761

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

16FT Glastron 50hp Mer
cury. $1300 759-4948

1 A A 1 Hauling, tree trimming tree removal, cleaning out sheds. attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing electrical carpentry
and genera, repair
753 0596
K B ASSOCiATES Gen
eral construction remodeling garages decks patios
interior trim 753 0834

shocks, oil hlter, lube
Guaranteed Ron Green
R&G Exhaust 514 S 12th
St 753 8868

PAINTING remodeling
tenor, exterior Building
Al IA all around mowing &
decks
fences driveway
haultree trimming & light
sealed 474 8855
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark
Al AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing Free -estimates
759-1683

753-1916

Call Us Today!

1980 OLDS Cutlass Supreme Brougham Wagon,
loaded rebuilt engine and
transmission diesel. $1500
firm Call 753-8806

F

1983 FORD Mustang.
automatic, V6, pis. p/b.
$750 Call after 5pm
759-9060

1985 SUBARU GL. slight
body damage, busted head
gasket
Best offer
753 0761
1986 MERCURY Sable,
loaded, pi/w. pfseats, p/1,
digital dash, cruise, tilt, atc.
cd player, new 60.XXX
Ores. excellent condition,
$4000 7530'721. of no answer 436-5642

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free InDay or night,
timates
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR:
Wood VCR Service Center,
cleaning- servicing $15,
most repairs $35 Free estimates Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri
753-0530

The Technology Center at Murray State University concludes their
summer series of workshops with
the presentation of two special
AutoCAD instruction programs to
be held during August. The classes
are especially designed to acquaint
industrial architects, drafters and
engineering consultants with the
most current technology available.
The first AutoCAD workshop is
scheduled Aug. 11-12. "Introduction to AutoCAD" features an overview of the AutoCAD program
(Release 11) for engineering and
architectural drawing, and will include presentation, demonstration
and significant participant computer time. Participants will gain
familiarity with numerous basic
AutoCAD commands and execute
several basic 2-D drawings in both
mechanical and architectural drawings. Participants will work indivi(Wally on a 386 or 486 IBM-compatible work station. The course
includes 14 hours of training for a
fee of S200 per individual.
"Intermediate AutoCAD" will bc
offered Aug. 16-18 and will co'ncen-

trate on intermediate level AutoCAD applications (Release III'
This course follows basically the
same format and work stations as
the introductory course, but is
geared for those with intermediate
level skills. Participants will gain
efficiency with AutoCAD through
application of a wide variety of
more advanced drawing, editing,
file and DOS commands. A fee of
$275 per individual covers 21 hours
of instruction.
Danny Claiborne, assistant professor in the Technology Center
says that each course will accommodate 15 participants. Tuition
adjustments arc available for groups
of three or more. All sessions will
meet 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily in
room 254 of the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology.
For additional information contact the Department of Industrial
and Engineering Technology, Murray State University, 1 Murray Si,,
Murray, Ky., 42071; or call (502)
762-3392.

Auditory Interception

West dealer.
That's exactly what happened in
East-West vulnerable.
this deal where South reached four.
NORTH
hearts as shown. When dummy came
•A J 4
down, declarer realized at once that
•96 5 32
West had all 16 of the missing high•A 5 2
card points and that he was in dan+94
ger of losing two trump tricks as well
WEST
EAST
as two club tricks.
+ 10873
+952
To combat this possibility. South
•K Q 4
•—
adopted a line of play that had a good
•K Q 7
• 10 986 4 3 chance of leading to an endplay if
•A Q 6
+8732
West had all the missing trumps. He
SOUTH
won the opening diamond lead with
•K Q 6
the ace, ruffed a diamond, led a low
•A J 1087
spade to the ace,and ruffed dummy's
•J
last diamond. Then, after cashing
•K J 105
the K-Q of spades, he exited With a
CARROLL'S' Garden tilling, grader blade work, The bidding:•
low trump.
bushhogging lots Phone West
North East
West went up with the queen but
South
Gerald Carroll (502) 1 NT
Pass
2•
found himself endplayed. He could
2•
492 8622
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
not afford a trump return, which
would cost him a trick, nor could he
CHIM Chim Chimney Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Sweeps has 10% senior
In most partnerships, a player lead a spade, which would allow
citizen discounts We sell who opens with one notrump an- South to discard a club from dummy
chimney caps and screens nounces he
has 16 to 18 points, as he ruffed in his hand.
435 4191
notrtunp distribution and high cards
So West returned the ace of clubs,
COUNTERTOPS. custom in at least three suits.
establishing South's king as a trick,
Homes, trailers. offices
This is a lot ofinformation to pass and declarer wound up making the
Wulff's Recovery. Murray to partner with one bid, but at the
contract. He lost two trump tricks
436-5560
same time it has its disadvantages. and only one club, a well-earned reBUSH hogging large or The enemies also hear the bid, and
ward for hating taken advantage of
small 753-7457
sometimes they can put this infor- West's highly descriptive opening bid
of one notrump.
CALLOWAY County Con- mation to good use.
Tomorrow: A necessary assumption.
crete Structural walls,
slabs, drives, walks Colored & stamped concrete.
Free estimates 474-8754
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247
MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 436 5560

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Visa and Master Card

1979 LINCOLN Continental, Collector's Series.
30.XXX actual miles, showroom new, all options
502-753-5413

1984 VW Scirocco drives
fast,
p/w, pi/I pt. am'
fm Must sell $1600
753 6426

P & S Trucking Hauling
Gravel sand, dirt We build
driveways All types landscaping Residential or
business Mayfield. KY
502-345-2507

WEST KY Timber Frames
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- & Log Homes Dedicated to
ING Carpets furniture excellence in log and timFree estimates 753 5827 ber frame design and conLICENSED for electric and struction 'Eastem White
Pine Western Red.C.edar,
gas 753-7203
other wood available
MOODY S mower repair 'Complete packages availPick up and delivery
able 'Custom design ser753 5668
vices 'Turn key construcMOWER repair Same day tion Call 437-4017
service 7days week Most WINDOW & door repair
repairs at your home Fac Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
tory trained 15 yrs expen
aluminum or wood .20yrs
ence 502 753-5299
experience 753-2330
prompt service
MUFFLERS brakes

The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
1972 BUICK Electra 225
mint condition, runs great
extra clean, $1200 obo
492-8299

PLUMBING repairman with
same day SONIC, Call
436-5255

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
mg Free estimates 18 SHEETROCK finishing,
years experience Local re textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742 .
ferences 436-2701

LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759 4564

15 JON boat. trailer, 25hp
motor, trolling motor, depth
finder 753-8937

PAINTING exterior, MUTior Call Charlie Rains
753 5754

EXPERIENCED drywall RICK'S Roofing All types
finishing new construction, of roofs and repairs Toradditions blown ceilings chon modified and rubber
436 2060
for mobile homes 17 years
FOR all your fencing experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
needs Best prices in town
phone 502-437-4559
753 9270

KITCHEN CABINET RE
1991 NISSAN white with COVERY existing doors &
burgundy interior, 5sp frames with woodgrain for
ste•eo'cassette a/c, mica all colors Free eso
19 ;'XX miles $7800 Call mates Wulft s Recovery
Murray 436 5560
759 9584 evenings

14FT Aluma Craft Semi-V.
15hp Johnson motor, trolling motor, battery. heavy
duty trailer $1300 obo in 30
days 753-5694

1 MSU Technology Center
to offer AutoCAD sessions
for consultants, engineers

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric. QUALITY built roof trusses,
Inc Service sales and in- residential, commercial 8
stallation (502) 435 4699 farm 527-2601 Truss Sys435 4327
tem, Benton, Ky

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Al 'TREE Service Stump Works 753 2455
removal anr4 spraying Free
estimates '53 0906 after APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Subdivision) Offered by 5pm 759 9816 753 0495
Whirlpool 30. years ex
builder 759-4586
ADDITIONS bathrooms perience
BOBBY
garages greenhouses HOPPER 436 5848
framing & new homwa
BACKHOE SERVICF
Tripp Williams 753-0563
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall installaticn, repair replace
1979 1100 XS Yamaha, Heating Cooling & Electric ment 759-1515
dependable transportation, Inc Service, sales and in$975 753-0095
stallation (502) 435 4699 BAC KHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive435-4327
1979 HONDA CX 500 Cusways, hauling foundations
tom. well maintained & gar- ALPHA Builders Carpen- etc 759 4664
aged Call 753 4845 days, try. remodeling porches
435-4181 evenings
roofing, concrete drive BOBS Plumbing Repair
ways, painting mainte Service All work guaran1983 YAMAHA IT 175.
753 1134 or
nance, etc Free estimates teed
$400 Call 753-2252
436 5832
489-2303
1993 HONDA CR25OR MX
ANTIQUE refinishing fur- BRVON•S LAWN SERbike ridden only 10 hours,
niture repair & custom VICE Free estimates
excellent condition Paid
753 4591
aroodworking 753 8056
$4295 with tax Will take
$3800 obo (502)753-5818
or (901) 247-5231
For your convenience

1984 CHEVY Cavalier. 2dr,
air, p/s. auto with cruise
753-6940 after 6pm

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

1991 PONTIAC Sunbird LE
Convertible, excellent condition 753-6705

Vane

1984 BUICK Regal V-6. air,
p'w, tilt, new Ores, new
Drakes, 30,XXX miles, custom blue paint Asking
$2900 obo 753-6352

1550 SQ. FT. BRICK HOME FOR ONIN S51,90000
New 3 bedroom ranch,energy efficient, bnck home with
2 full baths, fireplace, central heat & air, vaulted ceiling,
dishwasher, range, skylight, and many more amenities
Custom built on crawl space

1989 DODGE Dynasty,
22 XXX actual miles
loaded Call 759-1570 or
753-5182

COMMERCIAL vacant lot
106 x180 zoned B 2 within 1992 GRAND AM white
city limits Priced to sell 4dr Sell for pay off
$10,500 MLS 14835 759-9350
Lakefront wooded lot 100
frontage with beautiful view -CAR Stereo Installation
of lake $15,000 MLS 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Al#4920 Contact Kopperud
pine
Car Audio Specialist
Real Estate 753 1222
Dixieland Center, 1 block
atesborough
from MSU dorms
IN
90-x220 Call 753 9662.
195
753 7249

1978 CHEVY Caprice air
pis p/b, good condition,
$800 obo 759 9308

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

1988 GRAND Prix SE,
white, gray interior. loaded.
$5300 759-4682

FREE to good home 6
month old puppy, Black
Lab 8 Retretver mix Good
with kids Call 759-9203
after 5pm

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A 2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Wray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

WEDNESDAY-ILLY 28, 1993
(For your personaliied dads Jeane Dixon hen is,opt.. based on kora vs ii
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. 'tour phone coinimny kk ill bill you 94.
cents a minute.1

H.APPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT VEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your fortunes change for the better.
.The financial future looks brighter
than ever!• A close relationship
moves in a more promising direction. Be less critical. Hidden facts
begin to surface in late fall._ Your
career surges ahead. Curb
to
be a "showboat.- Adoptinil a lower
profile will help you land a leadership position once 1994 gets under
way. Welcome an opportunity lo
perfect your parenting skills.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: Sen. Bill Bradley.

YARD
SALE
SEASON

'7.50
'12 50
'15 00

Horoscopes

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

actress Georgia Engel. singer Rudy
Vallee. former first lady Jacqueline
Kennedy. Onassis.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
hanker, credit agency or employer is
willing to invest in you. You are
able to obtain special favors and get
promises in writing. Fle‘ihility is
the answer to a partnership stalemate.
TAURUS I April 20-Mav 201: It
pays to get your ducks -- duties.
schedule and calls — in a row.
Then. instead of being run hy
events. you ye ill he leading the
parade. Dress consery atiy ely tor a
formal function.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 2(1): A
sense of urgency makes timely decisions and communications vital.
Weighing the costs now will prevent
regrets later on. Stay upbeat if discussing problems with teen-agers.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: A
purchase or offer that looks like a
peach of a deal may be a lemon:
closely inspect the goods. A period
of reflection gives you a handle on a
tricky situation.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Your
reach extends to new people and
places in a positive way. A financial

:it:count personol or _joint. uceils a
d then to (lista,: it is
checkup now
in good health.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
‘011
'Birsy — isy Mir h‘scord 10111%
hit the ground running. Look to
work duties. VII'. or influential
friends to pi-oxide the fuel to .fire up
our &cane...
LIBR,- Scpl. 23-Oct, 22i: At
Xs(wk. step out ol the shadows and
reveal sour creative genius.( itiard
againq pushing yourself too bald
menially or
11:1I p
luitikiew ill pros ide a needed change
SCORPIO lOct. 23-Noy. 211: A
ness romance could iduse conflict at
work. Influential people seek 1•111ads ice. know inc that :kou ye ill not
lead the m astray. l'Aciting employ ment opportunities arise.
SAGITTARIUS ( Nov . 22-Dec.
211: This monung•s ey cuts \s ill give
\ ou cause for reflection.
can
find more efficient way s to accomplish your goals. Focus on saving
time and mime .
CAPRICORN iDeL. 22-Jan,
I I: Mime v ma\ he a ho of an
% Iill
billow. Being patient with those in
follow.
authority y% ill give You an edge at
promotion tulle.
AQUARIUS iJan. 20-1-eh,
`fin' are able to get confirmation of
an educated guess. Once again. you
have been proven right! Patch up
\iio
ssu
orc tialtict.te 13Ce• ye 1111 d 1111\111Csos
Feh...19-Manh 2(1):
timing is excellent today. You
sense when to apply pressure and
when to pull hack. Seek a better balance in your work relationships.
lnvestigate higher education opportunities.
PISCES I

our

TODAY'S CHILDREN will keep things liseh both at home and in: •
public. They have a quick sense of humor and often use wit to get what they
want. Although these Leos have excellent minds, they may not be intellectuals. In fact, they are known for their "street smarts.: Building a financial fortune and having a ldving !Rime life are equally important to them. Nesters
by. nature. they want a home and children of their own.
1., order .1 re%1•Cd Oki upddied sops 01 lerne D11011 • hem-wiling hook "Yesicrda%, low% and
er- How Agrolop Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,- send 5$ US plus St piniar and handling
to Dounew..lo Andre** and %Meet Po Rol 419150, Kama. Cii%. 'Si,' 64141 Sidle ..hea-ks payuhle to
Andres.,and Mt Meel

-
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By The Associated Press

Tea years ago
Murray City Street Department
will be relocating from U.S.
Highway 641 North to a new
building adjoining the Sanitation
Department on Andrus Drive,
Murray.
Dr. Clark Harris, an internal
medicine specialist, will begin his
practice on Aug. 1 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Murray Swim Team won
the first West Kentucky Swim
Conference Championship held at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Bekah Brock, Amy Carman,
Greer Houston and Kim Wilham
of Murray High School participated in Kentucky Association of
Student Councils held at Centre
College, Danville.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Treas will
be married for 60 years July 28.
Twenty years ago
Twelve cows of Otis and Clay

Today is Tuesday, July 27, the 208th day of 1993. There are 157
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Forty years ago, on July 27, 1953, the Korean War armistice was
signed at Panmunjom, ending three years of fighting.
On this date:
In 1789, U.S. Congress established the Department of Foreign
Affairs, the forerunner of the Department of State.
In 1861, Union General George B. McClellan was placed in command of the Army of the Potomac.
In 1940, the cartoon character Bugs Bunny made his official debut
as Warner Brothers released the animated short "A Wild Hare."
In 1942, Benny Goodman and his Orchestra and vocalist Peggy Lee
recorded "Why Don't You Do Right" in New York for Columbia
Records.
In 1960, Vice President Richard M. Nixon was nominated for president at the Republican national convention in Chicago.
In 1967, in the wake of urban rioting, President Johnson appointed
the Kerner Commission, charged with assessing the causes of the
violence.
In 1967, black militant H. Rap Brown held a news conference in
Washington, D.C., in which he urged local blacks to arm themselves,
saying, "Violence is necessary. It is as American as cherry pie."
In 1976, Air Force veteran Ray Brennan became the first person to
die of Legionnaire's Disease following an outbreak at a Philadelphia
hotel where an American Legion convention had taken place.
Ten years ago: On Capitol Hill, negotiators cleared the way for
final congressional action on a bill repealing authorization of withholding taxes from interest and dividends.
Five years ago: U.N Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar held
separate peace talks with the foreign ministers of Iraq and Iran on a
cease-fire in the 8-year-old Persian Gulf War.
One year ago: President Bush's aides attacked Democratic nominee
Bill Clinton's foreign policy credentials and judgment. At the Summer
Olympics in Barcelona, the U.S. men's volleyball team was stripped
of its victory over Japan the day before in an opening-round game.
Today's Birthdays: TV producer Norman Lear is 71. Movie reviewer Vincent Canby is 69. Sportscaster Iry Cross is 54. Singer Bobbie
Gentry is 49. Actress Betty Thomas is 45. Olympic gold medal figure
skater Peggy Fleming is 45. Singer Maureen McGovern is 44.
Thought for Today: "When a diplomat says 'yes' he means perhaps; when he says 'perhaps' he means no; when he says 'no' he is no
diplomat." — Anonymous.

Darnell in the Kirksey area were
killed by lightning on July 25. A
barn belonging to Edwin Stamps,
Highway 94 East, was struck by
lightning and burned the same
day.
Dr. Frank Rickman is now a
heart specialist at Houston
Methodist Hospital at Baylor
Medical Center Complex, Houston, Texas. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Rickman.
The Rev. James T. Garland has
been named as pastor of Hazel
Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Milby, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Noel Boaz, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don Whitis,
July 16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Hanna, July 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Loftin will
be married for 50 years on Aug.
2.
Thirty years ago

MURRAY LOGES

Murray City Council has
passed an ordinance approving
the coming to Murray of a cable
vision company.
A contract for bituminous concrete surfacing on Cole Road in
Calloway County has been
awarded by Kentucky Highway
Department. The bid was for
S13,564.40.
Murray Board of Education has
released the list of the teachers
and staff for 1963-64 school year.
Principals are Eli Alexander,
Murray High; Robert Glin Jeffrey, Austin Elementary; Dennis
Taylor, Carter and Robertson
Elementary; and Leon P. Miller,
Douglass Elementary.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital incIude Ii boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Oavid. Thompson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Lilly,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stembridge.

DEAR ABBY: My daughter raninto her ex-fiance at the-mall. They
had been broken up for about a
year, but when they saw each other
again, they realized they both still
cared. Since neither one of them
had met anyone special my daughter gave him her new telephone
number, as she had 'just moved into
a new apartmeht.
For several days after t hat_eve r4time her telephione rang. she hoped
it would be him, but it wasn't. She
told me she refused to-call him
because he had broken their
engagement, and she thought if he
really wanted to see her again, he
would call her.

She was so depressed and down- mutual friend and get the correct
hearted that after a few weeks had number. One telephone call
passed. I finally talked her into call- changed my daughter's life.
!Rimy mom
ing him.
He was very happy to hear from
IN SAt;1NAW. MICH.
her because he had tried to call her.
but the telephone number she had
DEAR MOM: Good advice.
given him was wrong — the last It's amazing how one telephone
two numbers were reversed -- zind call can change a person's life.
he thought she had given him a Readers, if one telephone call
wrong number on purpose.
changed your life, please write
To make a long story short, they and tell me about it.
are how happily -4-ii-aerred
areexpecting ii,baby!
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
Abby. Mease tell your readers
are having a disagreement — OK.
that if someone gives them a new
we're having a fight about sometelephone number. and its a wrong
thing we need to settle, and you're
number, not to give up — call a
elected.

Daily Comics
BLON DIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

VIERE ARE ORDINAR1

THESE
' REALUCE
VIDEO PROGRAMS
ARE GREAT'

ITS INTRUS4014, EIPLOITATIOV1, Maio D tIMt GUESSED BIG
t ONE 8ROT4R WOULD a) CrA1Wi_KIN.
ARO 101EURISK P&Lit,
IOU NEVER MAI WI-ERE
A V‘DEO(PARA WU. BE'

PEOPLE HAVING ACTUAL,
- 1-1ORRlBLE EXPERIERCES,
MICH ARE BRoADCASTNATtONV4VJE FOR TIE

,
EVER
ITHN6
FA1..
112 GAME_

BLC.VIEWING

* * *
For an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversationalist and a more
attractive person, order "How 10 Be
Popular." Send Ai business-sized. selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 80.95 44.50 in Canadal ten ih-ar
Abby Popularity Booklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included /
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CATHY
"MOTHERING YOUR KIDS"...
"THE EVOLVING MOTHER"...
"THE MOTHER BOND"...
'' THE WORKING MOTHER"...
"MOTHERING RIGHT"...

"HOW TO FATHER"...
"THE BIRTH OF A FATHER"...
"FATHER POWER"...
"FATHERING IN THE
"FATHERHOOD IN AMERICA"...
•

1. needs a
nsorc it is

'THE 30V Of PARENTHOOD"...
"EVER41W1 PARENTING"...
"THE PARENT'S HANDBOOK"...
"HEACTH4 PARENTiNCr"...
'THE PARENT PARTNERSHIP:..
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WHEW! THAT
SHOULD SLOW
THEM DOWN
FOR A FEW
AUNUTES!

'

The townsfolk all stopped and stared; they
didn't know the tall stranger who rode calmly
through their midst, but they did know
the reign of terror had ended.
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Last month, my husband's brother and his brother's fiancee came to
spend a weekend with us. Brother's
divorce will be final next month and
his lady friend ("Dame Diana-,
already has a diamond ring on her
finger. This will make Wife No, :t
fOr linither. who is mit yet -15 i Perhaps I should mention that Brother
draws a salary of:3100.001i a svear as
a high-powered corporate executive
Ativwly. "D.une Diana- made
ocrg-t- fist-tom-Telephone calls to
her 12-year-old son who is a freshman at Eton boarding school in
England. Then he called her "col.-:
led- four times. Anyway. those call
came to Si66.90 ii kept the bill,.
I say we should be reimbursed
for' those calls. My husband thinks
we should skip it Its not going to
break us, but there's a principle
involved here Actually,•we ve
already paid the hill — but I thinkwe shoidd send Brother'the bill as a
subtle reminder in case it slips his
mind. What do you think?
By the way. I am not a working
woman 'outside the home, and my
husband is in the $80.000-a:year
bracket. We live well, but save little.
(1)NNECT.R.21-1' YANKEES

WORTH REMEMBERING:
There are two times in a man's
life when he should not speculate: when he can't afford it, and
when he can.
MARK'FWAIN

CALVIN and HOBBES

•1ra ,

I. 22 At
dovk. and
Li'-.. itiard
too hard
U ex ening
ed change

Forty years as.
The ,eight column front page
banner headline today for The
Ledger & Times reads "Korean
War Over." The 37 months of
fighting costs the lives of 24,965
young men from the United
States.
An informal commencement
program for 81 summer graduates
be
at Murray State College
July 30 at 4 p.m. in the air conditioned Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Building at MSC. Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president, will address
graduates briefly and award
degrees.
The jury list for August term
of Calloway Circuit Court has
been released by Circuit Court
Clerk George Wcaks. Four
women are included in the list.
The. Rev. Orval Austin is pastor of College Presbyterian
Church.

DEAR YANKEES:1 think you
should forget the phone bill.

ice ofclubs.
as a trick,
flaking the
amp tricks
-earned relvantage of
)pening bid

1.00f own
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Dear Abby

ility, South
.had a good
endplay if
trumps. He
d lead with
1, led a low
dummy's
or cashing
ited With a

!queen but
I. He could
Int, which
or could he
ould allow
am dummy

TIMES

41 Owing
42 Downy duck
44 Note of scale
46 Hunters
48 Squander
51 Strike
52 Cash ending
53"— Thee I
Sing"
55 Solar —
59 Limb
60 Condescending
look
62 Dissolute
person
63 Native metal
64 Fasting
period
65 Dispatched

1 Melody
5 Burrowing
animal
9 Rita —
12 Musical
instrument
13 Redact
14 Beverage
15 Victor
17 Fulfill
18 Fish eggs
19 Bad
21 Famed
23 Told a story
27 Neon symbol
28 In front of
29 River island
31 Edge
34 Italian river
35 Large
spotted
cat
38 Tantalum
symbol
39 Sight organ

1

2

DOWN
1
2
3
4

4

13

12UI
15

18
19

23

6

24

20

25

PEANUTS
28
I THINK YOU

TAKE

TH,5 6AME TOO SERIOUSLY
CHARLIE BROWN..

YOU PUT
TOO MUCH
STRESS ON
YOURSELF

TRY TO GET WE
BALL OVER THE PLATE!

YOU
'RE PROBABLY RIGHT
LUCY..THANKS FOR

RE OUT
YOU MINK WE'
MERE- FOR THE FUN

REMINDING ME.'

29

34

36
35•
iii
41

39

44 II

46

IT ?!

(
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—
52
59

I.. Aix! I toms
awl handling
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000 00030 000
U000 0000 00
=DODO 0000011
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7-n (c) 104:11 Itnitexel FPataire Syndicate
5 Earn
6 Hypothetical'
force
7 Cover
8 Kind of
collar
9 Kind of snake

11111
Ill

N
51

55

WHIM

60
NU
64

GREED

000E

10 Medicinal
plant
11 Reward
16 Avoided
20 Jumpers
22 Running
23 Back of neck
24 Seaman's cry
25 Concerning
7
8
10 11
9
26 Juan's day
30 Surgical saw
14
Roman road
11 32
33 Planet
17
18
36 Away
11 37 Ladles
40
into
21 22
view
43 C-F linkup
26
27
45 At home
47 Wideawake
30
31 32 33
48 Farm
structure
38
49 Equal
iii
50 Plaything
57
4 Toil
5
42143U1
edgs_
isa
hkeg
56 FN
47

Seed
Kimono sash
-- sequitur
Army officer

5

Answer to Previous Puzzle

62111
65

— garde
8
58
1 Still

DEAR DR (OTT: Is polycysta kid
ney disease hereditary and would this
condition lw discovered during a
laparoseopic cholecystectorny'
DEAR READER Polycystic kidney
disease is an inherited disorder that
rarely causes symptoms. unless the
cysts markedly enlarge Then: low.
bark pin!: bloody urine. kidney-stones
and infection May appear
Polycystic kidney disease is associ
Med with hypertension in 50 percent
of eases. with liver cysts in 30 percent,
aneurysms in the brain 420 percent),
and stroke '13 percent
The diagnosis is made by an WI'
kidney X-ray. t'T wails are also used
More than 50 percent of patients
experience kidney failure within 10
years after symptoms appear. To pre
vent life threatening complications.
the associated hypertension must be
treated 'with drugs,. the..kidney
stones removed or dissolved iwith
electromagnetic waves,. and infection
controlled (with antibiotics) There is
no treatment hors polycystic kidneys
per se such patients should be under
the care of nephrologists Dialysis
may be required if renal failure
appears.
Reelose polyevstie kidney disease
is genetic, patients with the disorder
should undergo counseling before
starting a family
The kidneys lie in a different part of
the body than does the gallbladder
Therefore, kidney disorders cannot
usually be diagnosed during gallblad
der surgery icholecystectomy. .
To give you more information, 1 am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed.
:Stamped envelope to P.0 Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163. He sure to men
tion the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any
truth that certain foods can cure
rheumatoid arthritis, while others are
harmful?
DEAR READER: Rheumatoid
arthritis, like most autoimmune diseases. cannot be cured. However,
medication
such as ibuprofen and
related drugs — often reduces symptoms to a manageable revel, thus, the
disorder is certainly treatable.
Despite the occasional claims of
self-styled "nutritionists," diet usually
plays no role whatsoever in either
or curcausing rheumatoid arthritis
__
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Obit ua ne
Charles R. Odom

Thomas Hall Morris Sr.
wife, Michelle, Tampa, Fla.; six
grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren; three sisters. Mrs.
Beth Wilson, Hazel, Mrs. Mary
Lou Undcrwood, Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Margaret McCuiston
and husband, Trellis, Murray:
three brothers, William Morris
and wife, Loretta. Nesbit, Miss.,
Robert Morris and wife, Myrtle,
Puryear, Tenn., and Harry Lee
Morris and wife, Ellobea, Lawson, Mo.; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Frances Morris, Paris, Tenn.
Local nieces and nephews
include Ann Brooks and husban4,
Hamp, Vicky Geurin and husband, Jimmy, Glenda Gallimore
and husband, Kenny, Jimmy
Morris and wife, Judy, Betty Gallimore and husband, David,
Marylin Gallimore and husband,
Steve, and Franklin Morris.

Funeral rites for Thomas Hall
Morris Sr. were Monday in Jacksonville. Fla., with entombment
in a mausoleum there.
A memorial service for those
unable to attend the funeral was
held Monday at 6:30 p.m. at
Puryear Baptist Church, Puryear,
Tenn. The Rev. Steve Gallimore
officiated.
Mr. Morris Sr., 71, Jacksonville, Fla.. died Friday at his home.
He was a native of Puryear,
Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Katherine Simmons Morris;
two daughters, Mrs. Kitty Inman
and husband, Robin. Jacksonville,
and Mrs. Margaret Helmick and
husband. Charlie, Dallas, Texas;
two sons, Thomas Hall Morris Jr.
and wife, Mary Kay, Sheridan,
Wyo., and Ricky Morris and

Donald McKeehan
Murray, Sharon May. Ina, Ill.,
Sherry Morehead and Sandra
Hall, Metropolis; four sons, Tim
McKeehan, Warren, Mich., Tony
McKeehan, Tampa, Fla., Brad
McKeehan, Fort Lee, Va., and

The funeral for Donald
McKeehan was today at 11 a.m.,
in the chapel of Aikens-Farmer
Funeral Home, Brookport, Ill.
The Rev. Zachary Strong
officiated.
Burial was in Masonic Cemetery, Metropolis.
Mr. McKeehan, 58, Metropolis, Ill., died Sunday at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alice McKeehan; five
----daughters, Madonna Human.
Bowman, Ga., Leslie Winstead,

_Pagt McKcchan, Providence;two
sisters, Mrs. Barbara Cardwell,
Clay, and Mrs. Mary Hardin,
Canton. N.C.; two brothers, Harold McKeehan, Los Angeles,
Calif., and Mickey McKeehan,
Rock Slit-rims, Wyo.: 17
grandchildren.

Final rites for Charles R.
Odom were Monday at I p.m. in
the chapel of Filbcck and Ann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiated.
Burial was in Union Ridge
Cemtery.
Mr. Odom, 56, Rt. 1, Hardin,
died Saturday at 1:27 a.m. at

•

Catholic Church, Dubuque. Burial will follow in Mt. Olivet
Cemetery there.
A Larry B. Kemp memorial

Services for Taylor Jordan
Dowdy arc today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick
Lewis and the Rev. Tommy
Edwards are officiating. Music is
by the Choir of Independence
United Methodist Church.
Pallbearers are Bo Alexander,
Dusty Pittman, Jason Bone an-d-Jorye Brown. Burial will follow
in Hicks Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to American
Heart Association.
Little Miss Dowdy, 19 days.
died Saturday at 3:20 a.m. at
Kosair's Children's Hospital,
Louisville. She was born July 5,
1993, at Mayfield.
Survivors---indu-de
Richard and Lori Burkeen Dowdy, and one sister, Ashlyn Dowdy, Mayfield; her grandparents,
R.L. and Martha Dowdy, Rt. 5,
Murray, and Wayne and Mania
Burkeen, Dyersburg, Tenn.;
great-grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

has been established. HoffmannSchneider Funeral Home,
Dubuque, is in charge of
arrangements.

Mason Hutson
Vernon Mason Hutson, 74, Rt.
I, Hazel, died Friday morning at
his home.
An .Army veteran of World
War II, he was a laborer. His
wife, Mrs. Gussie Carter Hutson,
one son, Billy Hutson, two sisters
and three brothers preceded him
in death.
Born April 28, 1919, at Buchanan, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Barney M. Hutson and Mary
Ethel Wischart Hutson.

Survivors include one son,
Keith Hutson, California; three
sisters, Mrs. Oleta Baucum,
Buchanan, Mrs.,Morene Kline,
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Odell
Smith, Kentucky; one brother,
Dorsey Hutson, Kinmundy, Ill.
Services were today at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. Gary S. Collier officiated.
Burial was in Point Pleasant
Cemetery.

Investments Since 1854

Student leaders ask governor
Stock Market
Report to spare higher education
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
delegation of Kentucky student
leaders urged Gov. Brereton
Jones to omit higher education
from the next round of state
budget cuts.
They met behind closed doors
Monday with Jones, reporting
later that he was receptive to the
idea but made no commitments.
"There were no promises
made, but he said he would try to
minimize the effects," said.
Lance Dowdy, chairman • of the
Board of Student Body Presidents. The board consists of student government association
presidents from the eight state
universities.
Dowdy, president of the University of Kentucky SGA,'said
the group told Jones the back-toback cuts in state funding the last
several years have hurt state universities and future cuts will limit
their ability to, serve students.
"We feel like we've done our
fair share," Dowdy said.
The state Council on Higher
Education voted last spring to
raise tuition at all Kentucky statesupported universities.
Students said the higher tuition
would mean some lower-income
students would be forced to abandon or delay college.
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But higher education is not the
only area of state government
'that has undergone cuts. Most
state agencies — with the exception of elementary and secondary
education — have had their
budgets trimmed several times
since 1991.
Earlier this month, economists
estimated the state will have to
cut S264 million in spendingduring the next 11 months to avoid adeficit.

Ralph Evans, Rt. I. Almo, and
Paul Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Preceding her in death were
Ola Kendall, Hester Thomas
Kendall, Treva Burkeen, and Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Dowdy, all
great-grandparents.

Babbitt; Mining enforcement in for change
have "simply been unwilling to
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Later, the Citizens Coal CounU.S. Interior Secretary Bruce accept" the responsibility placed
cil showered Babbitt with
Babbitt says the federal mining upon them by SMCRA. "It "gifts" — pictures of damage
program "is a mess," but he leaves us in a very sticky
done by collapsing mines, jars of
promises he'll try to make it what situation."
water allegedly tainted by blastBabbitt said he did not "underit was meant to be.
ing and runoff, and tales of death
"I'm not leaving without get- stand the culture ... of contention
and despair because of runaway
ting it worked out," Babbitt told and antagonism" that accompamining.
representatives of the nation's nies coal-industry regulation. He
Barney Reilly of Dickinson
--of- tbiffit-yëOai
sir y arid c()al -fi-erd - noted -attar after
.--Va., said- be tbou-gbt
environmentalists during a visit SMCRA, "here we are at the
SMCRA was passed to provide
to Kentucky on Monday. "I'm in stage where most regulatory
"meaningful citi/en participathe middle of this to stay. ... programs are in ... two or three or
tion." In the last 12 years of
We're going to wrestle these four years. ...
Republican leadership, Reilly
"This is a regulatory program
issues to the ground."
said citizen input "has been
Members of the nation's coal in need of extraordinary amount reduced to meaningless
associations told Babbitt that they of attention."'
rhetoric."
But Ed Green, general counsel
were caught in the middle
John Salstrom of Myra, W.Va.,
between the U.S. Office of Sur- and secretary of the American
said the enforcement program has
face Mining and their own states' Mining Congress, said Babbitt is
broken down into a "labyrinth of
mining agencies. Meanwhile, rep- already straying too far for the no-escape" that citizens despair
resentatives of the Citizens Coal coal. industry on several issues. of dealing with. And he said that
He noted a draft settlement
Council said they felt cut off
breakdown has had deadly
from the program meant to pro- agreement Babbitt reached recen- consequences.
tect them against mining's ill tly with the Tennessee group
He pointed to - the case of a
Save Our Cumberland Mountains.
effects.
16-year-old boy killed on InterBabbitt said OSM's handling The agreement deals with
state 75 in Tennessee recently
of the Surface Mine Control and SOCM's ability to seek court
when flying rock blasted from a
to
review
of
OSM's
past
failure
Act
of
1977
—
or
Reclamation
mine site hit his family's car.
SMCRA =- has been "deficient" implement the Applicant Violator
over the past 10 years. He said he System, a computer database of Salstrom noted that OSM inspectors had expressed concerns
violations that can lead to a coal
is going to fix it.
about just such a danger for about
"I am not _satisfied with the company's permit applications
a year, but "obviously the
being blocked.
status of the effort as it is, ..." he
inspector's concerns were not
Green
"It's
a
bad
agreement,"
said.
Industry representatives railed said, contending this opens the adequately addressed."
against the dual enforcement of agency up to endless lawsuits by
The coal council has particuOSM and ruguligry agencies in the environmentalists. "It's had
larly attacked the tenure of immethe 24 states thaT have "prima- public policy."
diate past OSM Director Harry
Green said the AVS system is
cy" — or control over their own
Snyder
of Kentucky. The council
(information)
simply
"garbage
mine-reclamation programs. They
assailed Snyder for supposedly.
complained the federal regula- in, and garbage out." But Babbitt
overruling his staff in favor of
tions were not flexible enough to said he thinks it is "to everycompanies, and even transcoal
available
a
one's
benefit
to
have
accommodate mining conditions
ferring out diligent inspectors.
huge amount of information."
in the individual states.
,"Every time somebody goes
into the Department of the Interior, you've got to do a complete
For Electrical Service
overhaul," said Neal S. Tostenson, president of the Ohio Mining
and Reclamation Association.
"It's that kind of constant adverCommercial
sarial relationship that we find
Residential
ourselves in."
Industrial
Marion Loomis, executive
New Construction - Repairs
director of the Wyoming Mining
Maintenance
Association, said coal operators
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971
feel as if they are "trying to
serve two masters::
Call 759-4960
But -Babbitt said some states

David Morris Electric

NATIONAL
FRIGIDAIRE DAYS
RANGES
ON SALE NOW!

DISHWASHERS
ON SALE NOW!

Eederal-State Market 'sews Speck, July r, 1103
Kentucky Purchase Area 1104 Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 331. FIFA 300 Sorrows &
GIN, .25 higher Sows steady to 1.00 higher
34330-44.00
US 1.2 235-254 lbs.
-540.511-43.1111
US 1.2 210.2.311 lbs.
1.43.00.43.50
US 2-3 230.201
342.00-43.00
US 3-4 355•175 lb..
Soon
33030-31.31
US 1-2 2711-350

US 1.3 3541-4114

Our Beg/ Int esttwill 1••• You,
.U1 165mt

SCHOOL PROJECT — Teamwork to promote the understanding
of AlDs Education in the community was the goal of Peggy Billington, executive secretary of Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, and students in Sally Crass' Home Economics Classes at Murray High School. Posters were designed and displayed at Calloway County Public Library. Poster %inners were,
from left, Billy Young, Shaka Rayford, first place, Beth Brockway,
Director Billington, Becky Hubbard, Danielle (;loser and Karen
Green.

Taylor Jordan Dowdy

Larry B. Kemp
Larry R. Kemp, 75, Dubuque,
Iowa, died Sunday at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Dorothy Quinlan Kemp, died Sept. 10, 1988.
He was born Jan. 28, 1918, in
Dubuque, being the son of the
late John Peter Kemp and Clara
Trits Kemp..
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Linda Hanson, Lancaster, Wis., and Mrs. Jodee Bleile.
Dubuque; two -§ons, Tarry Q.
Kemp, Owensboro, and Randy J.
Kemp, Dubuque; 11 grandchildren; one great-grandchild; one
brother, Joseph Kemp, Dubuque,
and one sister, Mrs. Florence
Foust, Manchester, Iowa.
Services will be Wednesday at
10:30 a.m. at St. Columbkille

Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Linda Faye Byers Odom;
two daughters, Rhonda Elkins
and Sandra Odom, and one
grandchild, Kayla Elkins. Rt. 1,
Hardin: his mother. Mrs. Roma
Mathis Odom, and one brother,.
Bobby Odom, Benton.

CS 1.3 44110b$25 ib.
US 1.3 sxs sad up
US 3.3 3011-310 lb._

erl

_S3I.N1-3130
_331.11,32.011
533.54-35.54
520.00-30.50
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Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Va.lit Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.
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